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"Off-White" Paper Raises Questions
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Government Asks For
$500 Increase
.-e~_. .

By EDWARD ASANTE

-

The black and Hispanic faculty has shows that "he is only forthe whites."
filed a petition demanding theresignaIn a response to the demand for his
MarilynMikuls~ director
Campus Planning
The 1989-90 budget was approved
tion of the Vice President of Develop- removal. Wertheimer. in a letter to all
by council last week. according to Day
ment Stephen Wertheimer. because' of the signatories of the petition. said that
Session Student Government Trea- .
the nature of his widely circulated the paper "was an exploration of possurer, Apollo Matthew. The budget
memo that strongly opposed the estab- sible, even outlandish options and
then went before the Board of Direclishment of a black and Hispanic scenarios and, in point of fact. hardly
tors on Thursday, Oct. 12 where it was
alumni association in the school.
anything was implemented or ultiapproved without changes.'
The petition stated that "the memo mately discussed seriously. Its lan. . . that bears the mocking title '00- guage was regrettably reugh and conThe DSSa's total operating budget
Paper on the Black/Hispanic versational and blunt and could be seen
White
this year comes to $84,225, roughly
Alumni'
shows that the as insensitive.t''He went on to say that
By RAFAEL'MARTlNEZMachiaveliian cynicism of this man is a lot of time has .beenspent on Iitiga- ,
-..
. .
character revealing" and therefore"as tioa, that could havebeenput to better
.
.
According to Manlyn .MlkulskY.~I- paint" ~as aPl?lied~foreregistmtion~ a result of the attitudes that he reveals' purpoSeS...-~~·~:~tendto~
rect~r of Campu~ Planmn~. the p~mt. Dun~g regl~trat](~n"'s~dents~o~ld in ~is memo, we are ce~n that this ' ~~1-1>,(~:t~ ex~~ret_ peeling at 155 E. ,24th ~t_ ts occurrmg ,~t thel,rfeet on: the watt ,and rum the ~ cannot serve the students or the . ~.: ' .." ,
"
"',- t., ~. - • " .~ of "dirt and hair gunk Oirtl1e warr'stared~;: .:»
-,' ~, ~ dIis'~. . .~~. -.-~.
wall.:'.
..
, .,
Lefebvre saJd.~t the school~ insensitive and destrildiv.e,t(fdi¢J"~
'~ikuI.sky stated that t!te .,:,allwas an effort to maketheschoollook ntce~orisandstrUgIes.of~_·:... ~
p~~,!~~~~ t~~."~o f~~ da~s by the for t~ students.
. .' PeoPles for-freedom '8pdrespect
"Barucn co1Tege m-:tiouse~~ilter\-and" --Mdotsky
, ,
'.
.
"
' .
-'was' a "rush job":'
.
foun.d peeling the spot is sheltacedand' wilt eriable 'Us'c<{'sreep 1'I1Ore:-She stated that the paint may be peel- repainted.
ter.:"
ing because.ef "hair grease or hair
Daniel Kaufmann. associate direcWertheimer's memo was a response.
gunk" (gels or mousse) on the wall. tor. campus operations. buildings and to the attempted formation of the
Mikulsky also stated that dirt or glue grounds. stated that Benjamin Moore Black and Hispanic 'Alumni Assecia-.
on the watl from art displays may be latex paint is bought in bulk and used tion in Baruch which sought to proo causing the paint to-peel.
to paint ·the walls.
panic majority of the school. The issue
. Jim Lefebvre also of C~put Plan(Continued 011 Page 6) of the formationof the BHAA has been .
nmg stated that a "fast. nice coat of,
a bitterly debated issue since 1984 dur- ,
ing which time the· case has been
through the United States District
COurt. the U.S. Court of Appeals and
is currently still if'l litigation at a decisive level.
Biack studies Professor Arthur ..
Lewin. a ten-year faculty veteran at
By BARBARA A. EHRLICH
Baruch and the author of a recent opinOn Wednesday. Oct. 4. the Enion article In the Oct. 3 issue of The
vironmental Protection Agency -orTicker titled "Absence 'of Color." said
that hE"' noted- a pattern of exclusions Stephen Wertheime~ vice president
dered the temporary shut down of the
Development'
. -----"- -----"--_
.- --- .. -- -- --- ---- - ----.- - ----. ---- colTege~s-360-Park Ave.--S:--46 E.--26-·-iD-a-~.Jm-k-Jinzes_intervie.w...with-. .for
ical
ideas.
"1
have
made
strenuous
perSean Mason, president of the DSSG St. b~ildings water systems in order
President JOel Segall. the "inflarnatory
sonal effort to effect a reconciliation
$500 more than last year's budget. to avert a break in the city's main line
nature- of' Wertheimer's Off-White
budget.
under repair.
Paper and, an article in The Ticker on among the Black and Hispanic Alumni
The budget is broken down into variAccording to Alphonse T. Zatorski, g' . ,.....
the struggle for the formation of the Committee. the BCAA and the colous sections. among them advertise- associate director. rehabilitation and do
. BHAA and "noticed that the students lege" and that his life and career jusment and promotion. office expenses construction. "Notification of the shut- ;
of color were having problems with tifies his convictions.
In light of the demand of the Black
'- the administration and the.faculty, and
and special projects.
"down from the water system from 'the :::".
Under the heading of office ex- EPA was necessary for the repairs of ~
• there was the need to get together on and Hispanic Caucus for the resignation of Wertheimer andallegatiom
the issue of bias in the college." Lewin
pcnscs, is a line entitled "eating utcn-uhe water main ." The department. he
sits" for which the DSSG allocated said responded to the emergency ~
went on to say that WertheimeT "is in
$250. Said Mathew. "I'd say we usc within halfan hour of notification. "Ina high level position and his anitude-- (C01l1illlled 011 Page 6)
five dollars worth of eating utensils dividual trades people had to take care
is one that does not foster the advance.
o
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posed budget include $2.000 for public cations. but according to Danial Kauf-'
relations. ' which" covers the cost of mann. associate director of operations
DSSG newsletters arid tutorial' serv- for campus planning "it turned out that
ices, $8.640. for leadershipstipends. most people did, not heed the notice.which includes the maximum $t..IOO and some students-did use the toilet
per semestefgivcnas a stipend to the facilities- in -the bujldings'despite. the
four members of the executive board: Jack of water. He went onto say. howthe president. vice president~
ever. that most" students cooPerated ~y
and secretary, $1.000 for the confeF.-using toilet facilities in the other buildcncc, which inc4Jdcs the palticipation- mp. De to daeeffoFts of the school.

treaSurer·

(C?~tin~t'd~.P~g~~) plu~~~~ ci~.~ ~er;~

.

director of· Buildings and Grounds
Professor Robert Martinez, a strong
sources. were restored 24hoursSooPer advocate for the removal ,of Wert-
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than had been anticipated. He went on heimer,
thatthemerno was
to say that no extraordinary costs wen: with the intention of no one
the college. -We antici- it and
that ahigh rankil1J:
pated having to go back to the stwt official was comfortable enough:18
down.to secure moreequiprneDt. :but make Jacial slurs is i~disturbing.. ..
we rrianaged to get. ~al to repace lie added. -any: man with those kinds
what W3S-, needed so we did not need ,. of JRjudices.. cannot ~an adminisanother ex~ daY~.. he said.
trator,for a CQiIeF of ~s size ancl'this
.' .
racial .and edIDiC di~" since it
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OP-ED

.»

HIGHWAY ROBBERY
The Day Session Student Government has submitted' and approved their budget for the
1989-90 Academic Year. On Thursday; October 12, the college's Board of Directors gave the
DSSG a "green light" to spend. Those in the Baruch community who have been around
aWhil~ know t~at the Board of Directors continued in their tradition of asking, few, if any,
questions,
Unfortunately, a brief glance at the DSSG budget shows one that approximately 50
percent of their total funds are going to pay for "perks" for government members. This .
includes $8,~O for executive member stipends, $1,400 for "fringe benefits," which is actually
the tax o,n these stipends, $2,250 for office refreshments (lunches for weekly meetings),
$250 for eating utensils so that they may partake of these lunches, $1,000 for conferences
so they can attend University Student Senate meetings, and $5,500 worth of subsidy for
leadership weekend costs (which every other student leader must pay for personally). So
far this totals $19,040. Add to this that they profit more than any Other students from their.
programming refreshments ($2,000), senior affair ($9,000) and awards' dinner ($3,000)
allocations, and one can see that government members enjoy quite a few benefits.

CHRIS WARD
)
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All this would be well and good if they were using their own money; but the fact of the
matter is that their funds are generated from the $50 student activity fee paid for by each
and every daystudent in this school. Now they are tossing around the idea of buying school
jackets with out money and selling them back to us for the low price of approximately $85.
They; of course, in past years have gotten them free-with our money.
It is time the Board of Directors stop rubber-stamping the greed on the part of government
members. As the system stands now, they are an unchecked power spending our hard-earned
money with reckless abandon. Meanwhile, there will continue to be clubs who have less
money 10 spend this year, than the DSSG has for plastic forks.

Maria Lin
advertising manager

Nexar R. Cedeno
business manager

C·Robert Ransaw
office manager

Martin Starkey
Ticker Tapes liaison
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SECURITY BLANKET
y

In the beginning, some fifteen years ago, before there were security guards in every
building, the Student Center set up security guards to- protect students from outside invaders
(mostly high school .students from neighbortngareas) from entering the premises, Students
paid for the added security out of their student fees.
Soon after that, however, the administration noticed a rapid change in the City University
of New York schools (they had security guards), so our administration decided to station
guards at every building for protection.' An expenditure which came out 'of their pocket.
But the Student Center's security is still being charged to the students of Baruch, even
though the Student Center building belongs to the college.
Due to inflation, the outlay of maintaining contractual services intensified over the
estimated 100:,000 dollars for the expense of 1989.
, Why should the students pay for the security of o~e building? Probably because they do
not know they are paying for it!
. President Joel Segall mentioned he regretted the fact that "the students were paying for
the Student Center when the College owns it, and it is the College's responsibility to provide
security," He also stated, "This year, we plan to reduce the amount of money we ask
students for, and next year we will do the same."
Does this mean the college will incurmost of the cost for security, or an estimated $9,000
of the total per year? Probably $9,000 a year, and this is under one tenth of the estimated
$100,000 per semester,
Well, Segall, if you do not like the fact that "the College bills the students for paying
for security," then change it.

Prof. Roslyn Bernstein
consultant

"The 'Off-White' paper sh9WS that the Machiavellian cynicism of /_ .
.
this man is character-revealing.'
-A petition written by Baruch fa~ulty members
concerning Vice President Steven Wertheimer

.~

District court of New York they
state, "The facts suggest that the
black and Hispanic character of
plaintiffs' group (BHAA) played
a critical role in the college's decision to deny recognition." But
while they cry discrimination
they are actually fighting for
segregation-black" and Hispanic ONLY
They did get that one word
right in their lawsuit-DiSCRIMINATION. However, their usage
was all wrong. They were not discrlminated against. They were
kept from discriminating. Bigdifference. The school was right in

the true racist context it represents. The Ku Klux KJan is "dedicated to the particular concerns
of white Anglo-Saxon students
and alumni." The Nazi Party is
dedicated to the particular concerns of Aryan students and
alumni." .

. To The Editor:
. A reporter from The Ticker was at
the last club meeting for the Gay and
I
Lesbian Student Alliance. His purThe BHAA argues that they
pose'! To write an article for the paper
)"are open to aiL", Yeah right, and
to dispel some of the anger and nervBrooke Shields will be next
ousness he's seen as a result of the
year's Miss Black America. WHat
Alliance's recent postering around
garbage. Here is this group who
campus. He feels his article is necesgoes to all the trouble to stick
sary to show the Baruch community
black and Hispanic in front of
that lesbians and gays are human. The
their name and then they expect
goodwill is appreciated. the revelation
about Baruch's level of understanding
of gays, shocking.
We live in a city which has a very
large homosexual population, so that
'he usual to percent figure given as
the average number of homosexuals to
heterosexuals in a population, is much
exceeded. As Baruch draws its studeny!ng sanction to a group..:
us to believe it is "open to all."
dents from this group of people, it is
which seeks only to promote a
Nobody is that stupid. This is a
not unlikely to assume that somewhere
racial agenda.
racist organization that is conin the range of 8-12 percent of the
It is an agenda which' the
cerned only .about the color of
Baruch student body is gay. That's a
va
app
.
tion."
The
group,
which
is
not
rec.
BHAA rejoices in stating. They
one's skin. Make no mistake.
large numberoqnized by the school, is suing are "dedicated to the particular
As for their argument regardYet upon entering Baruch this fall
as a new graduate student, I saw no
Baruch seeking to be officially concerns of black and Hispanic
ing being qiscriminat,t against,
services offered for the gay student;
recognized as a college sanc- students and alumni," which
they cite the fact that there are
no mention in the bulletin-of gay stutioned organization.
means in no uncertain terms
three alumni associations which
dents having rights against discriminaareofficiany recqgnizect QY
The J3HAA c~ they are that lbey could, care less about
tion and basically
mention' of the
Baruch, as proof 'that they were
those from other races. Let's put
being· discriminated against. In
gay student at all.
(Continued on page 4)
their case filed in the Southern . the same qUote by the.BHAA in
In fact, the loudest statement was
_
Baruch's absolute silence on the issue.
.
.
of its gay population, At a time when
.
.
Baruch is doing some soul searching. To The Editor:.
over its lack of attention to minority
This is a last desperate effort to ap.'
issues~···I' flncrri 'dlsturl)I~g-·th:at: no one. ~ar lo~~e-,~rSo.n ~o'stoie·my··re·nn·· ._..' . '.'
is mentioning the homosexual. This is project photo portfoho from Professor
not the case at Hunter College. where Antmann's office (Room 1019. 46 E.
during orientation the gay students 26th St.) between May 25 (about 9
,
.
have a table from which to welcome p.m.) and June 1 (3 p.rn.)
and sign up entering gay students into
My hu.sband. two children. and I
their club. Gay studentsare not ignored worked SIX long months on t~IS proat Columbia~ where their gay and les- ject-taking pictures•. develo~mg the
bian club has over a hundred members. film, enlarging and ~rfectlng t~e
and activities publicized throughout photos. It took a long time an~ quite
By WILLIAM SAINT LOUIS
about 18th or 19th century
in Panama. One gentleman (he
the city. And at New York University a bit of money to get the pictures
In our city, the subway system
America.
Law School the faculty are presently exactly the way I wanted them so that
appeared to be the intellectual
has always been a great way to
The problem was much worse
considering a .proposal to allow I could hand.in a project ~o be proud
leader of the group) went so far
observe people. Indeed it is a
homosexual couples to live in the"mar- of. after which I was gomg to hang
than t had thought, and yet the
as to compare President B~sh's .
microcosm
of
our
city.
One
can
ried dorms. They have advanced much them in my offic~ at work. Many
reality of our nation's educaineptitude in this matter to Presbeyond the rather inane Baruchian nig~ts. after working a full day and learn more about the state of our
tional system grew much grimident Carter's errors in the Falkr-\ questioning of a gay person's human- taking two classes, I would go.to the city, and consequently, our coun- .
mer for me when I saw the reland Islands! He spoke with such
~s.
photo lab and work on my pictures try from riding the trains than
\
sults of a quiz, given to 700 col. Here at Baruch the voice of the gay until midnight. just to keep up. The from reading some of our lesser conviction and knowledge that
lege seniors by the Gallup Orhis ignorance made me embarstudent is silenced. Despite. what the cleaners graciously kept an eye on me publications.
ganization, which was sponstatistics predict. there is barely a gay so that nothing would happen to me
It was on the subway that one rassed for him, a condition that
sored by the Federal governpresence at Baruch. For a group that at sucha late hour.
untortunate fact of life truiy hit most of the other passengers in'
ment Twenty-five percent of colI IMPLORE YOU-these photos me. It was ~ree o'clock and the the: car, whO were struggling to
has the choice to conceal its identity:
lege seniors, the quiz found, did
as gay people dp, this choice to remain mean not!ting to you ... they.mean
students of Mable Dean Bacon controi their laughter, did not
anonymous is an eloquent testimony an awful lot to me and my.family. as
not know when Columbus arshare with me.
Vocational
High
School"
were,
to the'perceived threat gay students you can see by th.e way I Included a
rived in the New World. Thirty
Their conversation continued.
feel. I am told and can hardly believe, picture of my family at the end of the like me, boarding the six train for
that only two years ago gay students portfolio, thanking .them for .their pa- a ride home. Most of us, I'm
sure, remember our high school
had to have a security guard posted tienee and eooJX:ratl?n.
4
outside of their door during club hours.
[Continued on page ) years with some accuracy I remember that on the way home
after school most students, who
in class uttered n~ry a word, spopercent: the qUi~ found, f9ul~~
ken as if possessed. The- train They spoke' of the Bay of Pigs a
not identify the Axis powers of
was their forum and they, consid- war they purported oecured..
Worl~ War 11._ Most of the stusomewhere in South America in
•
:>.".;;::: erate children that they were, al. ... ..Y· ';"',>1@~\lowed .everyooe to hear and
dents failed the quiz.
the 1970s, At. Fulton Str:eet the'
"'x"
.
.. The .results of this quiz are
. . ....:. ~.{ share in their observations. To- three got off of the train and left
mind boggling. What are we to
us to ponder this lecture. While
';:'~" <~"<>
• . pies at these subterranean teedo if ignorance is allowed to
. :d#~(>.:
'tures ranged from "John Doe's" most laughed, others. seemed
.march, unchecked, from high
. sexual exploits to history. and- visibly -shaken. After all, I won.
school to the final year of col<:
'polities. The latter topic on that dered, these kids were· in school,
lege'?
imagine what the· countless
afte.mOOn caught my. attention.
The .answer, I believe, can.
StanEling in the center of the dropouts know about their .naonly
be found in requiring stutrain car were three young gent- tion's history. Mind you this hisdents to take more liberal arts
lemen who ·we..e boisterously tory, in this particular situation,
courses in college, and not
.discussing· our govemmenfs . occured in this half of ourcurrent
(Cominuedon pag« 4)
Poor handling of the failed coup century. Jmaginewhat t~ knew
I

. . . And Brooke Shields will be the
next Miss Black America . . ."

Lost

no

and' .

•• •

WILLIAM SAINT WUIS
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Edward Asante
Kenneth Es-Brown
Robert Byrnes
Lisa Cermak
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Michael Keely
G~orgia Kontos
Carrie Larrier
Rita Leahy
Rafael A. Martinez
Kathleen McNally
Eloise Niederkirchner .
Colin Roach
'William Saint Louis
Steven Scheer
Marc Simeone
Marjorie Surpris
Jerry Tan
Quan Tran
Christopher A. Ward
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22 S1., New York, N. Y. 10010, Room 301 F.

Quotation of the Fortnight

Dispelling
Myths.

-Reverse Racism

It is too easy, arid misguided, to lay
the responsibility for this stateof siege
upon the students. I feel that climate
By CHRISTOPHER W~RD
and attitudes of a given institution are
the responsibility of its leadership.
A few weeks ago Atlantic City
President Joel Segall's new commis- crowned the 1989 Miss America.
sion to evaluate the state of intergroup She happened to be black. Also
relations at Baruch is a first step, but it . this year, a woman was crowned
is a reaction, not leadership. Docs it the 1989 Miss Black America.
represent a genuine concern, or the She HAD to be black. Consider
easiest way to bandage a: situation? th tth
t fth I tf M·
And what about the gay student?
. a .ree ou 0
e as .. ive ISS
I call upon PresidentSegaJI to recog- .4:me!l~s have been black. Connize Baruch's gay population, to have Sider that throughout the world,
the commission address some of the women of African descent are
gay students' concerns and to begin considered among the most
dialogue with the purpose of educating beautiful by people of all races.
Consider then the Miss Black
the Baruch community concerning gay
and lesbian issues. I invi~~ the presi- America contest. Through its
dent to respond to the Issues here title it flaunts racism and proraised.
' .
'
motes segregation. It promotes
..
.
I aIso caII upon B aruch s gay students. Get active. Forundergraduates, c?n~empt for other races...Wh~le
the Gay and Lesbian Student Alliance slmll~r events ar~ becoming Inmeets every Thursday from 1-2 p.m. creasinqly colorblind and openin 17 Lexington Ave., Room 1605. Also, minded enough to see beauty in
a gay and lesbian club for graduates all, Miss Black America expressis now forming. The first meeting will' es nothing but hatred. for other
be on Thursday Oct. 19 from 9-10 p.m. persuasions.
in:46 E. 2.6th St., Room 528. Come and
Baruch College· has its own
bnng a friend. and another and another Miss' Black America contest
a~d another. The time is now.
called the "Baruch College Black
Sincerely,
. AI urnrn. Associa.
E
P
.
an d H·ispamc

All work except typesetting and printing is
done by Baruch undergraduate and graduate.
or CUNY BA students. All typed and signed
contributions and letters are welcomed and
should be mailed to the above address. Our
office is open during regular school hours. Any
display advertising questions should be directed to the advertising or business managers
at (212) 725-7620.
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OP-ED
(continued from page 3)
singled out and denied. Of the
three, the primary organization
is the Baruch College Alumni Association which has over 9,000
members and a budget "exceeding $120,000." The BCAA i~ de-

Foreigners have for ages
seen this country as a place
where one can achieve harmony
in all respects. Indeed this' remains true for most people,
especially in the developing
countries who are constantly
seekinq greener pastures. While
the truism in the provision of
equal opportunities remains true
in certain circumstances, there
is still a lot to be done, and this
is evident in education as well
as in other aspects of society.
Foreign students in Baruch
started paying the new tuition
rates effective this semester.
While it cannot be, denied that
they have been held as scapegoats for what could have been
an increase for all students in
general, one cannot help noticing certain changes in the
foreign community since the
new rates took effect.
Undergraduate foreign students now pay a total amount of
$2,025 per semester, which

is because the protests did nothing but stop the payment of
another $100 for the resident or
citizen while foreign students
and out-of-state students experienced increases even before an
. attempt was made to propose
tuition increases for in-state students. And yet they cannot help
but experience the cut-backs in
services and classes that have
come about as a result of the
halted attempt to raise tuition for
all students.
The plight of the foreign student becomes even more. obvious when one considers the fact
that he/she has to meet his her
personal expenses-rent, transportation, food and clothing,
most of which are at the mercy
of financial remittances from
their parents abroad. Since most
students come from economically-.disadvantaged countries.
the difficulty becomes more apparent when one considers the
foreign exchange rate. "The tuitionhike has -,been difficult for

"One cannot help noticing cerrain
changes. in the foreign community
since the new rates took effect."

;

cor:nes out to $170 per credit,
while gra9uate students now
. pay $2,350 per. semester. which
comes out to $-198.50 per credit.
This sudden increase of $1,275
for undergraduate students and
$1.600 for graduate students
has not passed without sending .
shivers running through the
spines of students with limited
financial resources.
Before visas are granted, students are made to prove that
they are able to afford the tuition
and expenses ef th~ school of
interest. Students, who have
meticulously planned the use of
their limited resources apportioned to the educational needs,
have no doubt been caught in a
tighter situation' than before
since they are now being asked'
to come up with some $750
more than they thought they
would be paying.
Unlike most out-of-state students who are also paying the
same amount as foreign students, foreign students are not
legally allowed to hold any jobs,
since they are expected to be
full-time students and nothing
else. Meeting with the abovementioned tuition hikes now becomes a belt-tightening affair if
not an impossibility in some
cases.
Foreign Students are also at
a disadvantage because unlike
other classes of stude':1ts, they
are not able to react to the tuition
hikes because of their visa
status. They are practically at
the' mercy of the legislators because there are no special interest lobby groups to champion
their cause. Indeed, it should be
noted that the tuition hikes which
were supposed to affect all students, but did not materialize because of student protests,
ended with one obvious scapegoat-the foreign student. This

both myself and my family because my country has an exchange .' rate 0.1 $4.25 to. one
Trinidad dollard. This comes to
TT$8818.75 per semester. No
resident Baruch student pays
half that amount in four years!"
said Marcia Huggins, a student
from Trinid?d. With the continual
depre€iation of the dollar in developing countries, it becomes
more difficult to come up with
the currency equivalent of the
dollar. From the standpoint of the
remitter, the tuition amount is a
huge sum since the per capital
GNP of most developing countries does not even amount to
$500.

One wonders" if there is
any remedy . . ."

"•

• •

With all these constraints, one
wonders if there is any remedy, .
any way to ease these immense
burdens or at least help to ease
them. An attempt to answer that
question entails a lot of constraints in itself. ·What changes
have come about as a result of
the tuition hikes? First, the office
of Steve Goldberg/the director
of international students, reports
a decrease in' the number of
foreign students registering this
semester. Registration statistics
show that the graduate and undergraduate student population
has decreased by 200 students
to a total of 1,343 students altogether (for F1 and J1 visas).
As to whether this decrease is
due to the sudden tuition increase is yet to be known, but it
must as well be a likely culprit.

LECTURES
(continued from page 3)
graduating students from high
school that don't pass fundamental exams.

dicated to helping ALL ALUMNI.
This is not what the BHAA
Students in college, espeIs there a magic formula' to
wants, they want segregation. cially Baruch College, are so
ease the sudden strain? Well,
So they cry discrimination. career-oriented nowadays that
not really, but a few bits of releFunnyisn't it.
they view liberal arts courses as
vant information will certainly not
According to court papers, the unavoidable hindrances that
do any-harm.
BHAA believes that the BCAA must be' overcome before they
The Bursar's Office is willing
policy restrietionsserveto dis- can take accounting or finance
to make payments easy for stucriminate aqainst black and His- courses. Theoretically; students
dents with extreme financial burpanic students.
Specifically, should want to read Hemingway,
dens by making them pay in instaurnents. Instead of paying the
"BCAA policy prohibits tutoring Baldwin, Locke and Machiavelli.
lump sum at one time, students
of Baruch students, advocacy Since this theory has proved to
may be allowed to divide payconcerning affirmative action or be unpractical, colleges should
ments into' three easy installfaculty hiring and involvement in force students to take liberal arts
ments. This approach has been·
issues of student retention or courses. Students should be
widely welcome among the stuother political and racial prob- forced to read writers of the Engdents contacted so far. The Burlems faced by black and His- lish tradition as well as South
sar, Nicholas Yang, however,
panic students and faculty."
American,
African-American
cautions that the effectiveness
Which leads to another major and female writers. Students
of this system will be felt only
when students honor their oblihole in their argument. The pol- should be forced to learn
gations to pay the debts prompticy restrictions exist NOT be- another language and to underly. "I very rnucf sympathize with
cause of discrimination, but be- stand fundamental scientific
the foreign students-and I will
cause of purpose. The BCAA is theories. At Baruch we are rehelp them in any way I can, but
an ALUMNI association. It is not quired to take liberal arts
only when they cooperate by
a student association. It is not a courses, but I think we should
paying on time," he said. In coun-:
faculty association. The purpose be required to take more. Every
tries where political turmoil, natof an alumni association is to college in America should forural disaster or emergency situhelp alumni. The BCAA has no cefeed., their
students the
ations abound, students from
these countries enjoy even more
restrictions in offering services. humanities.
.
flexible terms of payment.
to alumni, and they don't dis-. The current state of the ArnerIn cases of emergency, the
criminate.
ican educational system calls to
Dean of Students' office pro. As for the other recognized ~ind something Lord Chestervides emergency loans on a lialumni associations, they are r field once wrote, "Knowledge is
mited basis, and with a lot of
the Baruch College Master of . a comfortable and necessary reselective consideration. It must
Public Administration Alumni As- treat and shelter for us, in an
be noted that funds for these pursociation, and the Health Care advanced age; and if we do not
poses are highly finite and' one
Administration Alumni Associa- plant it while young, it will give
must prove his or her state of
tion of Baruch/Mount Sinai, both us no shade when we grow old."
emergency to qualify.
of which are comprised of The "us" he referred to in his letFor the student who needs a
alumru from qraduate programs. ter can~o~ay qe viewed as being
part·time job to· cover· the. perThe BHAA uses flawed and . our nation.
sonal and living expenses, jobs
. may be obtained on the campus.
almost a retarded racial rogic to
The media. seems to conSmall as the wages may be. it
suggest these organizations stantly linger on the topic of our
still goes a long way to put some I were sanctioned because they nation's bleak future. Polls, quizflexibility in the highly-budgeted
are comprised mostly of white zes and essays all say we are
students' finances. Here again it
members. They state, "The doomed or Japan is light years
must be noted that there has
HCAA and MPAA are made up ahead of us. Words, black, small
been an increase in the number
of alumni from Baruch College's and cold. Words that can be read
of students looking for these
graduate programs. which are yet never truly perceived lest
jobs, but it is not yet impossible
almost exclusively white-in one experiences the burning
to get a campus job since priority
1984 only four percent of Baruch realization that is a subJerrais given to foreign students in
the acquisition of jobs.
graduate students were black r-:;;n;:-e-=-:a:;::n~'~e=:;c~tu;r~e~.
_
It is still not legal for most
and three percent Hispanic." SO
foreign students to obtain gainful
what! And when 80 percent of (continued from page 3)
employment outside the camblack and Hispanic students are
IF YOU HAVE A CHANGE OF
pus, but this is possible if one is
graudate students, then 80 per- HEART, I am offering a $!OO reward
willing- to suffer through the
cent will be graduate students. for the return of my portfolio because
bureaucratic process that the
There is n0 correlation between that's how much it means to my family
Immigration and Naturalization
skin color and becoming a to have it back. You can use any of
Service lays out. The process
graduate student. From such the following methods of rcturningJ11Y
takes about six to eight months
. '
portfol io:
to be approved and a large perreasoning one must gather that
' . . . Call Elaine Suva-Bongiovi at
centage who go through this protheBHAAisanadmirerofJimmy work (718) 507-3504 (or leave a mescess are able to get good jobs
the Greek.
sage if I'm not there)
,with little reluetaJ:lce on the part
Itdoesn't take a genius to fig... Cail me at home (718) 939of the employer. For the optimisure out that the reason the
860 I (or leave a message with my famtic, it might be good to learn that
graduate alumni associations
ily if I am not there).
the National Association of
were sanctioned was because
. . . Leave the portfolio in the Art
Foreign Students is working to
they represent graduate alumni.
Department Office. 46 E. 26th St..
make it easy for students by
10th floor
It is not because they are mostly
making work permits available
white.
. .. Leave the portfolio in the Even. to students in the schools. This
Graduate alumni associations
ing Session Student Assembly Office,
dream is however yet to be real46 W. 26th St.. 5th floor
ized.
are noble endeavors consider... Leave the portfolio with Mark
The best remedy. according to
ing the fact· that students must Spergel,.evening student acti vities
Goldberg is that "th~re should
devote themselves to an addiass,istant director. 46 E. 26th St., 5th
be one tuition for anybody atfloor.
tional two or more years of a
tending CUNY. It is not fair that
rigorous academic existence.
. .. Or just leave it in the school's
undocumented students may
Students who receive their MasLost & Found. College Security Ofpay less than documented
ters have earned the right to befice. 155 E. 24th St.. Room 102 (212foreign students; this is like taxa725-3010)
tion without representation."The
long to a graduate al~mni as(THIS APPLIES TO ANYONE
reason why undocumented stusociation.
;
WHO JUST COMES ACROSS THE
dents pay resident rates ($625)
That's what's so terrible about
PORTFOLIO ALSO)
still remains one of the most outthe Black and Hispanic Alumni
I'm really heartbroken; if you could
standing disparities in the edu- Association. Those who are not
find your way to have a change of
cational system of New York and
the right color or culture can get'
heart. I'd be most appreciative. Thank
a would-be legacy of the honora Ph.D., a Nobel prize for all they
yOlL
able Edward I. Koch.
care. But they cannot belong.
Sincerely,
Elaine Suva-Bongiovi

-.-..........-._.8
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at's racism and it's wrong, in
any form, by any' race. Baruch
College shoulQ continue to deny
official recognition to any group
who esoouses it...
'.

.RACISM

By EDWARD ASANTE

,

October 17,1989

ident of CUNY, Lief's wise counsel is
All applications will be screenedand
M ore th an,
4 000 d
I degrees PI ayer of each team, offensive or deoctora
a comhave
h _. televiscd National Cola genuine
and invaluable
resource. He .finalists.. will be interviewed bv
.. .
'
:
. I
. been gran ted bY the Gradu ate ..fensi
enSlve, in thelr
chaired numero us comm ittees and task mittee of the lirustees or their desig- . Sch00Isince
'
Pro.shansk y took 0 ffiIce legiate
.
Athletic Association football
I S gra d uates serve on t he f:acuI'
ties games. Chevrolet then contributes
forces on curriculum issues and educa- nees. Awards fior the 1989-1990 year and it
tionat'innovations and won the admira- will be ann~ed by April 30, 1989. o f th eo JLnatiIon 'ss fimest c011eges and uni- $ 1.000 to the players' schools' general
tion and respect of the university com- Winners will be known as Zeller Schol- versities, in the 'laboratories and execu- scholarship funds to reward students
tive offices of major corporations and for their academic achievements and
munity. His personal' commitment to ars.:
urban publiehigher-edecation, untlag-- --Applicat~ons-are available through i~ non-profit and: govellllllellt agen~oll5Sisrm-o"S"e-(n-nn·a:ncia--rn"C-cn:--·u_ging dedication 'to the highest stan- . the office of the Dean of Students on cies. The Graduat~ Sc~ool's nine perEach college or university adminis- .
dards of excellence, and his extraordi- each campus.
cent blac~ and Hlspamc. doctoral en- ters its scholarship fund independently
nary dignity remain a source of inspiSince the Fund was established in rollment IS among the highest in the for the benefit of all students.
.
ration to all of us.The entire university 1979.90 scholarships have been country.
For more information contact Ruth
Proshansky joined the administra- Boudles at (3i3) 492-8846.
owes an enduring debt of gratitude to awarded to CUNY students.
Lief.
-tion of the CUNY Graduate School in
1966 as executive officer of the Ph.D.
program in psychology. He successively served as dean, provost and

Lehman College
President Retires T.1,-pS On. Pay" g Graduate School dean of graduate studies and .acting
president until his appointment as presThe following is a joint statement n.or C. ollege
and University
ident. Proshansky's exemplary dedicaby Chairman James P. Murphy, Board . , r l t i o n . outstanding abilities and special
of Trustees and Chancellor Joseph S.
. Center President
commitment to urban public higher
The cost of college tuition continues
education have served CUNY with'
. Murphy,. The City University of New
York.
.
k
k
Retires
genuine purpose and distinction.
' City U'
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e ra uate chool and Umverslty. Kerstin Russell. a sophomore'at Har--------U nder L Ie s S~pervlslon, a -acre tions, religious groups and other
. c_a~p~~ o~ _?~~h.IC t~~ers. and t~e- .. p~iI~~~pi~.?~~~!,~~~_()!1s: ..... __, . <?enter ~rv~s ~ th~ c~nt~r of a consor- vard University. "We
up with our
lt1~ed walks ~as ~vel~ped"sIde1)ys~de
Tq enter the pnlgram, a s!Udent can ~-of1ftStttutKMlS WtUUR GUNV aREI .~~~tS- Pro!ectetf by ~CoiiSfftu:-.... --~ljmmr-:I:J~e4!J[[--~"
with a magmfieent and mooem call 1-800-346-6401 to request a "51u- offers more than .30 doctoral al!d re- tion and it is so frightening' that our
""';'-11.
s,.
Lehman Center for the Perfonnance dent data fonn." It must be completed search prograJTl sev~n m~t~rs, pro-. concept· of democracy is being
Arts ... Lehman CoII~~e Arts ~allery, and sent to CFPS with $45 for·the re_grams, and the umverslty.-wlde CUNY threatened." The majority of abortions
and state-of-t~e-~ ~cademlc com- search fee. In abc?ut two weeks, the B.A.-B.S. Program, A ~h.Ird oftpedoc- performed in America each year are
pute.r center. LI~f s personal an~ pro- student will get a personalized com- toral p~grams ~ere ranked among the on women 18 to 24.
O'Dell said that over one third of
fesstOnal commitment. to ac..ademlc ex- puter printout of financial aid re- 15 best m a natIonal survey,cond~cted
cell.ence was exe~phfied by .there- sources that matches his or· her back- by the Co,nferenc.e Board ofASSOCiated the participants in the April 9 "March
c.rultment of a n~t1onally and I~tema- ground.
~esearch Co~nclls. The faculty today forWomen's Equality/Women's Lives"
tlonally recogmzed. commumty of
Many scholarships are based on mcludes ~mm~nt. re~earchers from. in Washington, D.C. were students,
Bennuda, a semi-tropical playgschola:s. Among hiS .numerous ~c- academic interests. career plans, fam- such p~ml~ent mstltutlons as the New from over 450 colleges and univer- round known for its clear blue waters
c.ompltshments c.an· be .hs~~ the estab- ily heritage and place of residence. :ork Botamcal Gardens, the Metropol-. sities. Since the Supreme Court's and pink sand beaches will continue a
Itsh~ent of. an mterdlsclphnary core There 'are also mariy unique sources Itan Museu":l of Art and. the Museum Webster decision in July, she.said. stu- 57-year tradition by welcoming
cumculum 10 198~, the developme~t such as money for students who have ~fNatu~.Hlstory. The vIgorous schol- dent outrage has exploded. "Our thousands of students during .eollege
of s.trong pn,>fesstOnal programs. m been golf caddies or newspaper car- arly act~vIty. at the G~duate School phones have been ringing off the hook. weeks 1990. These activities will take
nursmg, socI~1 work, acc~untmg, fiers.
and Umverslty .Ce~ter s 19 research with students all over the country askplace from March 3-31 and April 7-14.
te~~er e.ducatlon•.heal~h servIces adIn the words of one financial aid cente~ help ~a!ntam the s~ngth of in,g "What can I doT Organizers of a
A week-long program of commm~s~ratlon and dl~tetics. food~ and expert, unique opportunities for the umverslty,s mtellectual Itfe.
recent Mobilization meeting at the Uni- plimentary parties. lunches. contests,
.nutntlon. the estabhs~ment of hlgh}y monetary support do exist, you just . Proshansky s ten~re saw the e~ta~- versity 6fVennont were stunned when cruises. dances and sporting actvities
~gard~d p~-pro~esslOnal programs, have to be creative and resourceful in hshment of such umque rese~h mstl- ,over 450 students attendyd."
will be among the service!t provided
mcludmg premedIcal, pre-dental' and finding them.
tutes as the Ralph Bunche .Instltute on
"During the Vietnam war many stufor students by the Bermuda Departthe. United Nations. iR_1973, _th~ .Q1)Jy -deftts-didll~-get involve-d-~-H-pcoplc men-t- ofTourisJ1,.aithe~~times: :Swim. pre-law' programs - which consistelltI y.
place Lehman graduates in top-ranked
Ameri~an ac~de":lic organizati.on con- they knew were dying:' said O'Dell. ming, volleyball. races. tug-of-war
graduate .~hools, a~d one. of the
c.entratmg pnmanly on the Umted Na- "Students today aren't waiting to sec
matches, a sand sculpture competition
-largest semor college cooperatIve edutlons; the Center for Advanced Study their friends die from botched aborandcalypso festival arc among the fre~
cati~n pro~s in th~ university. .
in Educ~tion-, which .conduct~ b~ic tions. They recogni7.e that the antiactivities offered to holders of college
LIef provIded meamngful and reahsand applted research aImed at Improv- abortion movement is a direct threat week courtesy cards available t~ stutic assurances to disabled students
ing the quality of urOan education and to their futures and lives and they're dents at no charge upon presentation
seeking educat~onal advancemen.!.
education for .the ha~<ficapped, -the taking action·now."
'
of a valid college identification ca~.
Center for JeWIsh StudIes, the Center
For more infonnation contact JenLehman College IS now the only publtc
Many of Bermuda'~ hotels particifor Logistics and Transportation, the nifer Radin at (202) 331-0066.
four-year liberal arts college on the
pate in the college week's activity proEastern coast to offer a full range of
Robert F: Wagner, Sr. Institute of
gram'by offering special student rates.
suppOrt services to deaf and hearing-'
Urban Public Policy, the Howard
"So far. 20 hotels have confinned that
The Trustees of the Belle Zeller Samuels State Management and Policy
impaired students. Lief initiated over
they' .' ac:~pt student group book20 collaborative programs with high Scholarship Trust Fund announce that Cepter. the Center for Music Research
ings in 1990. and this number is growschools and junior high schools in the they are now receiving applications and Documentation, the Bildner
ing:' said C. V. "Jim" Woolridge. BerBronx. including the renowned Macy from candidates wishing to be consi- CentC1' for Western Hemisphere
muda\ minister,)f tourism.
Foundation-supported partnership with dered for 1989 Belle Zeller scholarship Studies and the Center for Research in
The' traditi,
~. Bermuda college'
DeWitt Clin~on High School' that en- awards. These merit scholarships are Speech and. Hearing Sciences.
.:-,. ..J 1933, when stu
wel
Under President Proshansky's direccourages youngste.rs to' prepare for for $1 ~()()() per year, renewable while
de'
;n Princeton and other Ivy
ca,reers in science and medicine.
the student is an undergraduate attend- tion, the Graduate School has se'rved
L,. ~,,jc colleges challenged Bennuda"s
Despite his. many responsibilities as ing the City University of New York. the community in many ways, includThe lon'gest running automotiverugby team. Annual spring visits to
an administrator, Lief has never lost
Applications must be postmarked by ing. fostering professional develop- sports scholarship program in the counBermuda became a student rituai, and
touch with his students. A Shakespea- Dec. 6, 1988. Applicants must have ment for edu~ators. at all levels, and try the Chevrolet Scholarship Proin 1948, the Bermuda ~overnment
. rean scholar, he started as an instructor completed a minimum of 16 credits at offering concerts, dramatic readings' gram, will contribute approxiately
hegan .promoting free student activity
in English at Hunter College in 1955, ~any branch of CUNY with an index of and art exhibits to the public. The $100,000 to the general scholarship
programs as a way to kick off th" isand this year, as he announced his re- 3.75 or better. Candidates must also Graduate Center ·Mall on West 42nd funds of various' colleges and . . i vero
land's tourism season.
tirement as president, he is teaching a submit four lettersof recommendation Street has been recognized as ~me of sities during the 198°· r, ;,;, .
~)()t
Interested studen.ts should ~'.L. 1-'
class in Shakespeare at Lehman Col- attesting to their aeade~ic perfor- the city's leading pu~lic sh<:>\\<F~aces ball season.
lege. .
mance:and serviceto·tl1e college, uni- for contemporary art and his~rical exThe ABC and CBS television net- 800-BER~UDA 01" their local !:J.vel·
agent.
As the "seniort • senior college pres- versity and/or community. _
hibitions.
.
worlcs will choose the Most Valuable
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Security Cost Rises
At Student Center
By COLLEEN TIGHE

this year will be picking up supervision
costs.
Aytman said he hopes this progress
will continue and that the cost to students will not be so high over the next
several years.

racism will not be tolerated. and will first and foremost. see to the nonalso serve to improve the Baruch envi- negotiabte petition for the removal of
ronment since it is a national disease Wertheimer. .
permeating every aspect of American
society.
Lewin. commenting on the formation of the commission said that a com-
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Petition
Paint

(Continued from Front Page)
dent Center. According to Aylrnan, security was instituted at the Student of racism in the administrative fabric
Center long before it was throughout of the college. an open forum was held
(Continued from From Page)
the college to keep people other than on Oct. 3. to discuss if there was bias
Baruch students out. particularly in Baruch upon the request of Lewin.
He stated that the paint used is good
Mable Dean High School students who who also acted as moderator, The exisgrade
commercial paint.
.
were creating a problem.
renee of bias on the campus. at the
According to Kaufmann the paint is
Sophomore Diane Wendt said that student. faculty .and administrative
bought in "lots of 50 one-gallon cans
students should not be paying for build- levels were quickly established with
at $33.75 per lot."
ing security through their student ac- examples of bias by the attendees.
Kaufmann said that the painters are
tivities fees. Wendt said that building They discovered bias with the faculty
:!. tbe best the school has ever had.
o security should be provided for by the composition and the withholding of the
~
He also said that the painters try to
~ college as it does throughout the rest affirmative action reports on the
. ~ paint as many times as possible. but
:= of the campus. without taking money school. the accosting of black faculty
Professor Artfiur Lewin
cannot do so because of time and
~ from student activities.
members by security guards. the treat. . can on IY be'JUd ge d b Y w h at It
.
money constraints.
~
Day Session Student Government ment of black students in the c1ass- mission
~ Treasurer. Apollo Mathew said he rooms ofwhite teachers and the refusal has achieved and not what it proposes
., strongly disagrees with this policy. ofthe college to recognize the BHAA. to achieve. "It is going to be effective
Mathew views the Student Center as
In an attempt to reckon with the de- only if it responds positively to the
part of the campus. and said that as a mands of the BHC and racially mount- demands of the Latino and Africanpart of the campus the responsibility inz incidents on campus. Segall earlier
~=~~.~.n faculty. students and
of paying for security lies with the in~the semester formed a commission to
school. not the students.
look into such occurrences. Professor of
Martinez. on the other hand. beMathew. further commented that the into such occurrences. Professor of lieves that the commission "is just (Continued from Front Page)
dollars spent on security could be bet- education. Don Smith. is a member of another one of the diversionary tactics
ter spent on student activities and addi- this commission and said that "the that Wertheimer talks vabout in his
Some personnel were diverted from
tional academic services for students.
commission realizes that there are seri- memo and has very questionable
their
normal activities to handle the
Aylman said that he felt that inroads ous interracial conflicts and the need merit." He went on to say that it is a
should be made into the costs of sec- for steps to be taken to see that all new "buffer zone" to di vert the major emergency at "very little cost to the
urity by the college. and he felt some motions are respected.' He said that issues. He reiterated that if it was really school." said Kaufmann.
Carl Aylman, director of student
were already being made. He said that his membership in the commission meant to be a sincere effort on the part
activities
the college making a concerted effort. "will in no way influence my decision of the administration. there should
going to building security.
gradually picking up parts of the cost that Wertheimer must go." He went on have been student representatives on
Aylman, said that historically stu- is the way it is going to happen. He to say that the removal of Werthei mer the commission. A sincere effort to
dents hav aid for security at the Stu- said he. sees progress in thatthe college will send a message that bigotry and combat the Issue of bias. he said. WIll'

The cost of security at the Student
Center. according to Carl Aylman. director of Student Activities has been
rising incrementally every year. He
cited the cost of security for .the Student Center during the' 1988-89 year
at S95.000. and he expects the cost to
go over SIOO.OOO this year. Further.
Aylman noted that with a student activities budget of $600.000 a year. onefifth of student -activity dollars are
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THE CHASE.BANKING lOlsM ACCOUNT FOR STUDENTS.
Whats in it for you?
• One semester (four months) free cbecking.
• Nl) monthly ('bLlrge eueryfune fuly andAugust.
.
.'
.
• Casb 24 hours a t/t~J' til hundreds ofCOlli 'enien t Chase and Nr'Cli" 1I10JU!)' nutcbines.
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NEWS·
Budget

Library I nstitutes /
"Quiet Zone"

(Continued from From Page)

of Baruch students in the University
Student Semite. thus enabling Baruch
to become more politically active.
$1.400 for fringe benefits, which is
used as payment of the income taxes ~
on executive stipends. $2~250 for of- e.
fice refreshments. which includes food
and drinks at weekly meetings andi
$2.000 for programming refreshments 5
for food and drinks when special
guests are present. such as the speaker'
from Planned. Parenthood during'
Health Week.
Concerning the budget. DSSG President Sean Mason said. "There weren't
any tremendous increases in the
Wilson Shum, vice president of the DSSG
budget. We're keeping in line with previous years."
done, so we know what we're going .it and we have an idea of what we
. Said Mathew. "This year is going to to use the money for pretty much.'
want to do for the school. but we still
work out pretty well. our agenda is
Added Shum, "We have the money. need support from the students as well
pretty much set up for what has to be v;te have people who want to work on as more students to join government ...

g

By NICOLE FARQUHAkSON
The seventh floor of the library has
been designated a quiet zone as of this
semester. according to Spencer Means.
COO]inator of reader services.
,
e decision to set up a quiet zone
ca
about as a result of the numerous
co laints students made on the noise
.level of the library. "In fact the noise
complaint was the biggest complaint
made in comparison to other complaints." said Means.
"The library shouldbea quiet place
for people to study and students should
be more considerate to their neighbors
by being as quiet as possible:' said

on our res-- . .-. .
_Mind you, we're not putting down such noble, time-honored student
traditions as delveringpizza.cleariing lab ratcages, ortendingbar
But for some students, Apple Computer offers amore rewarding way
to help make ends meet:
Becoming an Apple Student Rep.
If selected, you'llbecome a paid consultant for the local Apple Higher
Education account team.You'll help plan and implement Apple marketing
programs on campus. And you'll be kept current on all the latest news
about Apple' products.
Most important, we offer you an experience that'll add alot to your
education. And to your resume.
So if you share our passion for bringing the power of personal
computing to every student and educator-and if you love Macintoslr
computers as much as we do-call the number printed below
The rats can get by without you.

Means.
He added that he understands the
need to communicate. however. due
to the overcrowding and limited
facilities. this habit disturbs other
people and there is the need to curb
the noise.
.
Kristin- McDonough. the acting.
chief librarian says that there are group
study rooms for students who need to
talk. and encouraged students to take
advantage of these facilities.
"So far. this policy has beeneffcctive ," she said. In fact she mentioned
that she spoke to the student leaders
from the Day Session Student Government. and they are also pleased with
the improvements made so far in getting students to cooperate in the effective administration ofthis new policy.
According to an upper junior who
wishes to remain anonymous, "There
are only two rooms and student groups
usually consist of three or more. If two
people want to study together they
have to sit aside and tolerate the talking
from other people. ,.
According to' library officials the
idea of the quiet zone was taken from
the suggestions of students. This suggestion happened to be the most popular one.
..It is a good idea since people can
concentrate on their school work and
as a result more work can be done."
said a lower senior student who was
studying for a finance test.
Eric Neubacher, the Access Services
librarian, said that the seventh floor of
the {ibrary is usually more quiet since
there are few services on that floor.
Theproblem, he said, isatthe circulation desk where a lot of group project
activities take place. He urged students
to cooperate in the enforeement of the
new policy to the benefit of all students
-who use the library.

.
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SPOTLIGHT:
A Focus

By MAYRA GARCIA
On Thursday. Oct. 5, 1989 the Latin "try. as much as possible. to get inAmerican
Student
Organization. volved in the community affairs at
Puerto Ricans for Involvement, De-' Baruch." She also told Hispanic stuvelopment and Enlightenment, Latin dents to participate in the club of their
American Youth. and the Hispanic So-' nationality, but not to limit themselves
ciety met for a special event. "Hispanic to that particular club. Trinidad stated.
. Unity." This meeting which is held ..It is only through networking. ineach semester. emphasized the impor- volvement, participat-ion and dedicatance of student participation in school tion that the overall Hispanic cornrnuactivities and concentrated-on ways to nity will benefit." She added. "Those
increase Hispanic involvement at who have made it in the real world
Baruch. Three speakers focused on the were not just lucky. but possessed
issues, and advised students to become. these four qualities.'
.
active in Baruch'saffairs.
The President of LAY. Peter Castro.
Venecia Trinidad. the president of emphasized the importance of involveLASO, recommended that students ment. He compared the lack of participation in college activities to the high
school scenario: "You go to school and
then you go home. '. Castro suggests.
"It is only through net- by participating in activities, students
can have a significant impact at
'working, involvement, Baruch.
participation and dedi- Maribel Olivieri. the president of
r P R I D E . said that for the upcoming
cation .that the overall events she would like the Hispanic
clubs to work together as family and
.Hispanic community will friends; because in the end "we only

Be an Apple Student Rep.
Call Robin Faltz at.914 642-8831
The cast and 'CreW
...

~

....

'.;.~"

,

to be a. teacher. 1 was ..active in my
community. I was a Sunday school
our differences. we all love each teacher, and I was involved in vocation
other. ..
Bible school and summer day camp.
(continued on page J 1) I also used to practice on my younger
sister who was an asthmatic and had

.~
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On Thursday. Oct. 5 the American
Marketing Association
presented
Thomas Berta. a recruiter from the International Business Machine Corporation.
IBM is a nationwide leader in comBy KATHY McNALLY
puter marketing services. employing
countless numbers of confident. intelligenrand deeply skilled men and
Professor Audrey Williams is the pic- for their money. I encourage them to women who are willing to satisfy custure of a hard-working individual. She ask questions. to ask for explanations' tomer needs and problems.
has been at Baruch for 15 years and and to be assertive. I encourage them
she is an associate professor in the De- not to be afraid of college. but to see'
partrnent of Compensatory Programs it as a "purchase."
at Baruch. She teaches the developmental reading courses in the SEEK
"I try to teach students
Program.
'A native New Yorker. Williams lived not only to teach them-.
in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of selves, but to act as 'enBrooklyn and attended Franklin K.
Lane HIgh School. From there she lightened consumers.'"
went on to Queens College where she
. d a b ac h
i 'In E duca- IT: Could you give us a little informareceive
e or's degree
tion. Williams also holds a Master's in tion about the SEEK program?
developmental reading from the City PW: The SEEK program is part of the
College of New York and a Ph.D. in Department of Compensatory Prothe area of higher education adminis- grams. It helps to admit students who
tration from the University of Connec- ordinarily wouldn't have the average
ticut.
for Baruch. It provides counseling and
The Ticker: What made you decide to financial aid for them. It was started
be a teacher?
in the late 60's in response to commu-

.;,r the. Hispanic Club 'and' Latin ~.Youth

.

that CUNY didn't reflect .the .ethnic. ,
composition of New York City.
IT: What courses do you teach?
PW: I teach developmental 'reading
courses for the Reading Skills AssessThomas Berta, an IBM recruiter lecment Test. I helped to coordinate the
turing about career- opportunities
Communication Skills Program which
is a cooperation between the Speech. with IBM.
"The choices for women English, and Compensatory Education
in my generation were Departments. I also -teach the course To meet today's global business
Introduction to Urban Education as a competition, IBM provides oppor. limited to social, work, part-time adjunct.
tunities for highly qualified people to
nursing, and maybe .IT: Why did you choose to be a SEEK excel in the fields of finance and busprofessor?
iness, marketing and sales, programlibrary science."
pw: I was recruited by Baruch. I was ming and management information
working at Morgan State, a historical systems. applied engineering and reblack college in Baltimore. Maryland. search and development. The starting
to miss a lot of school. I helped to I was only working there one year salary for all of these positions is apwhen Baruch heard about my workin proximately $30.000 to $33.000 with
teach her what she missed.
. The choices for women in my gener- curricular development, and the assis- a B.B.A.
ation, were limited to social work, tant dean of special programs called
Since IBM strongly emphasizes cus-nursing and maybe library science. and asked me to head up the Compen- tomer satisfaction. marketing represenGirls were not encouraged to go into satory Program at Baruch.
tatives and system engineers are in deother professions.
I think the SEEK progr:am is irnpor- mand by all divisions of the company.
TT: What was your intended major tant to the CUNY mission. SEEK
According to Berta. IBM is looking
'when you started college? Did you stands for Search, Education. Eleva- for students who have good leadership
.tion 'and Knowledge. T~ program and communication skills. and a sinhave to change it?
PW: I considered a history major at really gives people a chance to see that cere desire to move up to the manageQueens, but I decided on elementary education can make a difference. I'm ment and professional levels. A good
education with a minor in psychology.
really proud of the graduates of this GPA and a successful interview can
TT: Why did you decide to "go for it" program.
also help you become an IBM manas opposed to settling for the "accepted TT: What do you think of Baruch?
ager.
careers?"
PW: I like the students. There is a
Berta also said that since employers
PW: Traditionally I felt I wanted to be potential for improving the quality of carefully scrutinize the information
more thana homemaker. I had strong life because of the talentsof the people provided on job applications, an imporwomen role models in my family. My in the Baruch community. But the tant advice to remember is to never
mother was a working mother and my. "ogres of sexism and racism" diminish supply false information about your
grandmothers were working women those talents.
academic' and employment backalso. I felt I had something to contrib- IT: Speaking of talents. could you tell . ground. The chances of being hired
ute. I was a good student and I was us about the Fulbright Scholar Award will decrease dramatically if an emsupported by my teachers. By being a you received?
ployer finds out that someone exaggerteacher. I could be a role model and PW: The Fulbright Scholar Award is ated a bit too much when filling out
an award given by the United States their appl ication.
share my skills and expertise.
IT: Why did you choose a teaching Information Agency and the United
Nevertheless. once Graduates are
career in particular?
. States International Scholar's Commit- accepted into the gate of IBM. they
PW: I enjoy teaching and I am a good tee. From the application process all arc on their way to becoming self-starteacher, based on feedback from stu-: over the United States, the Interna- ters and high achievers working in
dents.and colleagues. I teach from the tiona! Committee selects a group to be amicable atmospheres. There is no betassumption that· all students canlearn. . considered for theaWani, and from that ter way to describe it than in Berta's
·1 try to teach students not only to teach group, they make the final decision.
words: ....IBM is the best company to '
'
themselves, but to act as "enlightened
worle for. " Keep this message in mind.consumers,:' to get what they deserve
(continued on page /4)
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Build A Strong
Future With IBM

Professor
Audrey Williams

on "Hispanic Unity" at Baruch
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FEATURE.S
CLUBS
(Continuedfrom Page 9.)
Even though the presidents tried to
grasp the audience's attention by strcssing the importance of involvement,
Fernando Cadena, treasurer of the Hispanic Society and Kathryn Garcia,
treasurer of LAY felt that student parof the crowded movie theatre. and four
officers walked down one aisle of the
'\
theatre and the remaining four down
the other. The eight officers approached their quarry and s~ined the~r
flashlights in the face of him and his
girlfriend. Then. to the shock of
~veryone in the cinema. the officer
with the shotzun
cocked it and pointed
e
.
.
it in the 'face of the accused. Big MIStake. Apparently, that person was the
wrong person and the right person was
sitting in the center section of the
theatre with his cap off. Needless to
say the person wrongly accused was
shaken up. When the movie was over
the real suspect approached M. and
said. "Y'all brought the whole forces
and failed." P was severety disciplrned
auto parts and started screaming at S. for calling in a 10-13 as the police and
He told S. that "he" had messed his theatre management had no choice but
car up. S., tryi-ng to be patient. told to let the suspicious character walk.
him that he did not specify what he
wanted the STP for. S. also told the
customer to go back to T. and to ask
him to explain why his car was up in
smoke. The customer went back and
asked T. (who supposedly Ifhows about
cars) why he put an STP oil treatment
in the gas tank. T. replied. "You told
me to."

C. also told her that she had-to buy a
token in order to take the train. The
lady got on line. but after she found
out that the cost of a token was one
dollar; she went back to" C. -and said.
'"A token costs too much.' I'd rather
take a cab."

I

LET'S' MAKE
A
DEAL'
E.• who is a social worker on 34th
Street, belonged to a birthday club at
her job. Each week this birthday club
would collect money from its members
and buy a gift for the birthday "gal"
or "guy" of the week. When it came
around to E.'s birthday, the club had
to buy two gifts because it was also
M.·s birthday (anothet member of the
club). T.. the president of the birthday
club. bought E. a wallet. and M. a
pair of gold earrings. When E. saw
M. 's present she was highly upset because she knew that M. 's gold earrings
were purchased at Macy s, and that
they cost $35: while her gift. a wallet.
was purchased at Wilbur's discount
store and it cost seven dollars. Without

-,

M. was working one night at his job-

hesitating, E. went over to T. and gave
the wallet back. E. told T. that she did
not think it was fair that she. a faithful
member received a $7 wallet for her
birthday. while M. got som7 earrings
from Macy's. T. was ashamed and embarrassed. and during her lunch break
she went to Macys and bought E. a
pair of gold earrings. The next day T.
gave E. the pair of earrings and the
seven dollar wallet that she had bought
her at first. E. had a big smile on her
face. She thanked T. and asked her not
to forget that R.·s birthday was ne~t
week and that she too wanted a pair
of gold earrings from Macys.

STP OIL
ORGAS
TREATMENT?

t

at the movie theatre when a guy wearing a red and white striped shirt and a
red baseball cap walked into the
cinema- and started bragging that he
had a gun and that he was going to
use it. He threatened the 'women at the
box office and a couple of ushers and
then proceeded to go into one of the
theatres to watch a movie.
P.. a security guard at the theatre.
and part time cop. decided that he
didn't want to take any chances and
called the police. Ten minutes later the
theatre was crawling with Emergency

/'

TAKE
A
CAB!

By ALISON FLYNN

Dr. Albright asked for a volunteer was Professor Glen Albright, coorfrom the audience to demonstrate the dinator of all the Introduction to Psyway our sweat gland activity changes chology day session classes.
when we are under stress. The vol un"Everyone's life contains stress,"
teer, Michael, came up and Albright said Albright. There are two types of
placed a band around two of Michael's stress: Positive and negative. Positive
fingers. As Michael stood in front of stress which puts pressure on us in a
150 other students, he started to feel good way is called eustress, and it
stressed. The machine that he was comes from things like boyfriends,
hooked up to, which monitors sweat girlfriends and babies. Negative stress
patterns, began beeping very fast. AI- is called distress. and it is harmful to
bright then asked the audience "How the body.
many people feel stress?" Everyone of
According to Albright, doctors 'Say
course raised their hands.
that 90 percent of all illnesses are
On Thursday, Sept. 28, the Psy-' caused by stress or a component of
chology Club sponsored a lecture stress, and 25 percent of the population
on Stress Management. The speaker will have high blood pressure due to

CO nflic t

htIp~ned10 you tlr~ Of' (Hf 1M
Sllbwtl)'? HIIW! ytNl," witnisJed tI"Y
tlmusi", incidtmts Of' o ~ II
funny con~f'$tlt;on? Is Ihln
tI1IJ1thing in 1M ~ bo1'Ol4=,.IIs--"You=---_
IIIiIlk is tzmIIdIIg.
or just
typal of N~ York, If the IIfISWB' to -tiny of t~
qwstions is yes. thenyou too 1uIVe II
T* of New York to tell. tlIfd you
ean ·have y"our T8Ie P'lbl~. A!I
you have to do is write (legioly) or
type (preferably) out ~ur story and
submit it to The Tleker (c/o 'TaIes
of New York), Room J01F. Student
Center. All the IUInJa will be chilnged to i"ititl/s to protect l~ innocent. u,,/tS you ~ otherwise.
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While C. was working last Friday.
she was very scared because L.. a coworker. came in banging doors and
While C. was on his way home-from
cursing at every living thing in the of- work. he was approached by a lady
fice. Apparently. L. was upset because who asked him, "How do you get .to
the "train" made him come late to Canal Street from h~~r'_-~~_~~c
work. When-1.. another 'ccrworker ificaily gave the lady the directions

.

I

-!

tinued exposurG to stress results in a
.$; decline in the body's level of biological
; functioning.
:E
Albright continued the lecture by
asking more than 150 students what
were the biggest stress factors in their
lives. and what they considered relaxation to be. Exams, papers. work. parents and relationships were some of
the answers given as stress factors.
while -music, exercise. eating. smoking. sex. sleep and hot baths were
thought to be very relaxing. It was then
that Albright asked everyone to close
their eyes. and take deep breaths because he was going to teach them to
relax their bodies.
Breathing correctly. according to Albright, is. .rhe first step to relaxing.
Breathing deeply from the abdominal
area. with your stomach out produces

~!I;ilf~,l~~jlf~'~"

~~~ijjljlllill

......-'8"""'1~~tt-i:KXllycm~Clrefaxect-mind:

After 'four minutes- of breathing and
(continued on page /4

Kathryn Garcia, treasurer of LAY

CHAYK·IN CPA REVIEW
The University-Approved Course!
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was the Reserve Reading Room, which
remains to this-day . . . The Attica
Prison not was covered in The Ticker.'
An in-depth report, complete with pictures was run describing the incident
which resulted in the death. of 37 prisoners and nine guards. and the wounding of 150 prisoners.
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lONG ISLAND
at
Hofstra Unlveralty
Hompstead, NY 11550

We offer you live Instruction by award-winning college professors.

• - We offer you our live lectures In full-color
videotapes for home use, If you miss a class or wish to review a topic.
•
rrs new! It's unlquel Our new Practice and Theory course combines
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President Clyde Wingfield in his
first public appearance at Baruch
spoke to members of the college community on the topic: How Should a
College be Governed?" The Ticker
called the discussion particularly important. since Baruch was the only
senior college in the City University
system which had not yet adopted a
structure of joint governance. Why
not. the school had only been in existence for three years . . . The college
library moved from 17 Lexington Ave.
to 155 E. 24th S1. The only part of the
library that stayed in the main building'
_

Service Police and officers from two
different precincts. Eight officers. one
with a shotgun. strolJed upstairs with
p. and were greeted by M. and the
theatre manager. The deal was that the
S. was working one' day last week police would wait for the movie to end,
at an auto parts store in Queens. A and then escort the alleged suspect out
customer walked in the store and asked of the building. But since the
for a quart of oil and an STP treatment. Emergency Service Police were there,
The customer did not specify if he and because P had called in a 10-13
wanted an STP oil treatment or gas (officer in distress), when he phoned
treatment. But. since he bought one 911. the Emergency Service Police
quart of oil, S. thought that he wa~ted were going to extract the alleged susan STP oil treatment and he sold It to pect while the movie was in progress.
him. The customer left and went to a. P. informed the police that the alleged
gas station to fill his tank up He asked perpetrator was sitting in the ~nt right
T. to put the quart of oil and the STP hand side: of the th~tre agamst the
. th
as tank. After two minutes the wall and stili had on his baseball cap.
In
eg
FI hrr;'" reked" on as they
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classes for all topics common to both examinations and a new
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$eParate course covers Federal Income Taxation. The combining of
Practice and Theory classes eliminates tlmS-:wBstlng dupll~atlon and
significantly
reduces your class hours, thus making your
.
., .preparation
easier and more effective.
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. Assistant PrOfessor -"<rthur Lewin
~~-reapjiointed for a stith year. Pres~ Jdent Josel Scg~U .~. .Jt1~ a spring
f98S evaluation wOUld lead to either
ienure, or .~'.~ooirig ·o{ his appointinent. Lewin's tCBure denial the year
before had s~ student demonAn interview with President Joel stration and letter writing.campaign on
Segall ran on The TIcker's front page. behalf of the.popular blade studies proIn it Segall addressed the issues, ~ 1-f~. 1Jlc ~~!~y';tra~~ ~p'parently
important to students He cited registra- felt that while Lewin's classroom ~r
tion as the main problem. Actually his -formance was ....satisfactory," he did
exact quote was "This registration wa.~ not have enough published material to
a damned disaster. We are aU embar- qualify.
: rassed about it." In regard to life after
. A Ticker editorial said, "Something
graduation, Segall said, "Our alumni . ~s wrong with this logic. We are not
have done very well. The demand for saying that publication is unimportant.
our graduates is great." He also said An excellent teaching record, though,
the athletic teams at Baruch "labor rather than a satisfactory one. should
under very severe conditions." Segall be given more weight." Segall rewent on to discuss other problems and ceived over 60 letters in support of
services at Baruch and in a classic 'Lewin and a petition with 1,034 signaTicker erron, the paper-refetted -to th tures. Lewin was granted tenure that
new Executive NBA(!) program.
spring.
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•

Our program has
professionally evaluated and. approved by Accounting Departments at over 150 universities which now offer the
Chaykln CPA Review program on an exclusive basis-an Independent
verllfcation of outstanding qualltyl

•

Our course Is rated superior to our competition by 990/0 ot our students
who have previously taken another CPA Review Coursel

a

•

'We guarantee you full cover~ge of 1000/0 -of the topics which consistently appear on the exam.

•

We Insure your success by offering you a free repeat prlvllege_

•

Call or write for a brochure and a free ottt,

f~J't~
~haykin~PA

Review
Hofstra University
Hempstead, New York 11550
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Stress provokes an immediate

~ physiological reaction. and a con-

:(. <......

also "There
well aware
of the barriers.
He
said,
are hundreds
of Hispanics
and there's going to be people who
don't like each other." Despite this, "'Castro still encourages students to participate in the activities and make new
. friends.
Other students agree that these type
of events have their advantages. Jose
"Rivera, a member of LAY said. "It's
good to get to know others. especially
if you're a freshman." and Garcia said,
"Getting involved helps to relieve the
stress of studyi ng." Perhaps the entire
feeling of the meeting was expressed
by Carmen Taveras. former president
of LAY. who. stated. "Hispanic Unity
is a wayJQr Ib~ Latin. organizations
et together and learn about each
other's nationalities and cultures."
Prof. Albright speaking at Stress lecture.

Sammf Perez'~-

Breathing
correctly is
the first step
to relaxing.

e- stress.

~'f. .....

.......

H

us." For
theone
lateHispanic
6O's or
early
70'sexample.
there was in
only
club, today there are four. Castro is

•

,:-x ....

<
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COPING WITH
~TRESS AT BARUCH

causes

tll/IIf!in/01 H~ $~.I'-"'W,$Dt!'
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"D isunity

HtWe"~~,~
by II~ 6f~-,-_tJJ!~~!!t!-!J'

tried to calm L. down by telling him
that he should have taken the train half
an hour earlier. L. overstressed and
frustrated. yanked the clock out of the
wall. threw it on the floor and started
jumping on top of it. His last words
were "this damn thing made me late
to work."

FEATURES

pation in the clubs is the first step.
On Monday, Oct. 2, Cadena and
Garcia went to St. Francis College in
Brooklyn to meet with Edwin Silva
and Amy Aponte. Silva and Aponte,
the president and vice president of the
Latin American Society at that school
are currently organizing Hispanic students from seven different colleges and
universities to emphasize the importancc of unity.

ticipation is lacking at Baruch.
In a room filled by over 90 students.
Cadena said, "Not enough people
showed up for this event." He con~
tinued, "1 know Baruch has more
Spanish students, and even though
they might not be part of a Hispanic
Club, they sti II should have been here
to find our what the Hispanic commu<?arcia
nity at BakruCfh isdall
noticed lac 0 stu ent parncrpanon as
well. She said. "Baruch means business" and to most students that means
they just need to perform academiAlthough "Hispanic Unity" concencally, not socially. According to Gar- trated on 'mrergrating Hispanics, some
cia. "Students need to take advantage students admit that there are barriers
of Baruch's opportunities, and partici- which will prevent this from occur-

"

abo~:"

BLAME
IT ON
THE TRAIN

MISTAKEN
IDENTITY

.
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and
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RENT!!·
(By the Minute/or Hour)

$5/Hour (During Our Grand Opening)
Special. Student Rates Apply at All Times

Macs • IBMs

"f~t:,?"fD]

Ql?en 24 Hours a Day
-

-

-

-

-

--- -

-

~

~---

• All Popular Software .
-• Tenn Papers, Resumes: Do It Yourself Or
We Do It For You
• Laser Printing Service
• .Scanning
• Macs - IBMs - Macs Transfer Of Files
•
•
,

980-6021

.

*'

FULL TIME
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
WITH BENEFITS
" ·CASHIERS
.RECORDITAPE SALES

·AUDIONIDEOI.4
COMPUTER SALES
·STOCK
PT Morning 4 Afternoon,
----ShiIls-A¥aiabJe--.~- -

..

~'.

Please apply In person.

WedlFr/10am-3pm
J&R MUSIC, WORLD

Mandee Shops discussing fashions
with student.

<

Businesseoriented student discussing the New York Stock &change. '

, Recruiters on the lookout for students.

COMP -YO'V-RENT ™
222 East 53rd St. (2nd & 3rd)

,

See Receptionist
:.23 Park Row. NYC -,4th Roor
, (oppoaIte ~ Hall)

'
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by MARTIN' STARKEY

proved, and should be released by the
end of November.
I am currently working on an article
on the history and development of standards for college learning assistance
programs.
I worked previously with a professor
from Pittsburgh on part of what is now
the nationally accepted set ofstandards
for Student Supportive Services.
I am on sabbatical right now which
means that every seven years a
member of the faculty can apply for
sabbatical leave ortime to do research.
IT: While I was in your office. I
noticed some books about women. Do

PART

Students enjoying the Stress Lecture.
relaxing. some students fell asleep.
Dr. Albright said that this can be
done at home or on the subway. But.
he also said that if you relax your body
too much you will experience myo'clonic spasms or jerks, which make
the body shake or move rapidly. (So
be careful on the train")
Towards the end of the lecture Dr.
Albrizht
gave red sticky dots (stimulus
c
"dots) to the students. He asked them
to put them all over their bodies so
that they can remind themselves to

you have
feminism'?
PW: As I matured, I had to come to
grips with identifying the difference
between sexism and racism, I found
that there rea II y isn't any difference.
I think that we. as American women
are setting the pace for the world.
Women from other countries look at
us and try to assert themselves in their
cultures. -An example is Mary Church
Terrell who was a forerunner in the
women's club movement for AfricanAmericans. Th<:?s~ clubs provided day-

-

relax every- time .thev- saw one. A good
idea is to do what Dr. Albright docs.
He puts a dot on his watch every day,
so that he can remind himself to relax
every time he looks at the time.
Dr. Albright concluded the lecture
by answering questions from the audience. and by promoting self-help
books and relaxing music: His lecture
was very interesting and informative.
No wonder -his cI~ses are always
packed!
}

CLOTHES LINE
The Big Chill
ByBORlS WACH
The chill is on, and the pace at
Baruch quickens. Students are moving
to a quicker beat. noticing the daylight
hours getting shorter, and the night
hours becoming cooler. I'm sure you
have noticed those chilly mornings
Wh.en you leave your house ~~s
sed. wanting torush-back lfl'Side~r
vour favorite overcoat. But you face
the brisk winds instead, figuring the
sun will make an appearance later on.
Besides. you wouldn't want to risk carrying a coat around all day. That
wouldn't be cool.
The time has arrived to put away
summer shorts and T-shirts and start
building up your fall wardrobe. A
wardrobe full of warm, cozy sweaters.
jackets, coats. etc. The selection is
wide when it comes to autumn wear.
Designers here' and abroad have put
together some wonderful collections
for both men and women.
If you enjoy being creative, autumn
has got to be the best season for creativity. It gives you the opportunity to
blend more fabrics and styles together
(not to mention the fabulous selection
of sweaters. jackets and coats to
choose from). Accessories are also
great this time of year: they add zest
to an outfit. So don't meet the challenge of fall without the power of your
accessories-scarves. gloves. hats,
belts. socks. etc. Choosing the right
accessories can make the difference between a nice outfit and a spectacular

outfit. setting you aside from the average "Joes" of the world.
Heavy coats lined with shearling.
Leather jackets, with or without their
shine. Denim jackets in every shade
of blue imaginable are what designers
have based their collections on this
fall. Robert Comstock is known for
his great outdoor coats. He has designed a full length shearling-lined
slicker, styled for comfort and warmth.
Silverado has designed' a black leather
duster, which is long, sleek and full
of mystique. I f you prefer shorter
leather jackets, take a look at Joseph
Abboud's collection. His jackets have
smooth, clean lines for when the mood

Guys, if you're looking fur a new try a lush cotton knit turtleneck. in a
designer, Jeffrey Banks is a prominent shade of Gourd (a mustard/goldcolor),
fixture on Seventh Avenue. He designs draped with a burgundy scarf. that is
for the "stylish man who comes from as soft as cashmere. and generously
a classic background," but the designs proportioned tor maximum comfort.
are not conservative. ~ was awarded
If. you top this turtleneck with a
the Coty Award which is the "Oscar" brown leather jacket. possibly from
of the fashion industry: He has put to- Andrew Marc. -and a pair of brown
gether the-following-look fOJ the fatt-----stroenrom Joan anaDavld ; the c.olorS
a brown. double-breasted shearIing win work well because they project a
overcoat. with a wool crewneck swea- feeling of wa~th. _
'.
No matter what time of day It IS.
ter with warm autumn colors. a cotton
shirt with similar colors. brown cor- always try to exude a presence and
duroy pants and a pair of wool gloves. project an image that says you are in
and finally. a pair of brown suede shoes control.
Dressing up for autumn is literally
from Cole-Haan. This outfit is autumn
itself.
quite straight-forward. Clean, unclutFor womcn, the Tweeds collc-ctioil--'-- ----- - - - .- - ' . has put out wonderful colors with very
catchy names. An excerpt from Tweeds
Magazine reads: "Color is perhaps.
.onc of the most important barometers
of character and self assurance. The
message color conveys, however,
should never overwhelm. It should
N
speak as eloquently and as intelligently
... as the wearer. Colors should have sub~ tlety and nuance about them." ThereS fore women, for a calm relaxing day,
E
rn

is leisure. Also. Giorgio Armani has
some wonderful jackets and coats in
his fall line-up for guys and gals.
Calvin Klein, Polo by Ralph
Lauren. Girbaud and newcomer Sisley
are keeping the "denim fever" alive
for the fall. There's jhe classic blue
denim. that will be around forever. But
ifyou wanttQ_bea little more up-beat,
try a heavy-duty washed cotton denim,
which is a bit frayed and faded. If you
want to go wild. try a lean jeans jacket.
thrashed, bashed and faded with the
rips backed by colorful hobo patches.
These designs are casual. but definitely
a la mode.

,~

=

Alex Maroditsky, a Freshman .
Sweaters in my opinion are great
because they reflect nature with their
seasonal colors. Benetton, Esprit.
Generra, Kikit and other designers
have some great sweaters available.
All except for Benetton are found at
Elizabeth Batista-Freshman
Macy's. Your choice of sweaters can
tcrcd appearances strike clear-cut irnN tell many a tale. If your taste is subprcssions. A wardrobe should consist
'e dued. and laid-back, then solids will
of pieces that mix and match for op- .
It do the tock. But if you are in the mood
timum versatility. It's true. you're dresfor- ~~ing sprightly, then go for
sing to beat the chill, butdon't sacrifice
E ~-in1li~lpr prints. Under the right .
.'
. " .... .'.
en the panache. The idea is subtle impact.
,
. ~ ~~~~ swearers can sh~w off Chung Lin (R~nior, Rosa Jarez Think understated~ Think savoir faire.
And.remember. always stay in falihion.
A.P~~errit(R),_ElfOy~(L)):?~r_~'~:1~~~f::~...
~ .. d·. . . . . :.~ (L}-Sophomore.
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.THE! TOP 22 BAD GUYS FROM Schwarzenegger, and get. the best of
Carl Weathers and Jesse "The Body"
THE LAST 10 YEARS

They'recolorful, they're interest- telegraphing that point to us from the
ing, they have' wild and crazy names beginning of the film. It takes away
and they're evil! They blaze across the from the entire illusion of the movie
screen with- a force and power that is if we know the bad guy doesn't have
very seldom equaled. even by the good a chance.)
guys. They are, of course. THE BAD
A villain should also keep his mouth
GUYS! From weird. ominous black shut. It is not always necessary for a
monsters of metal chasing our heroes villain to use big words and fancy
across the galaxy. to crazed and de- dialogue. because any good antagon- f;
merited madmen bent on world domi- ist's actions will speak louder than his . ~
nation. Hollywood's bad guys are en- words. Look at the TERMINATOR: the
tities that moviegoers Jove to love as villain didn't have to say much to be.
much as they love to hate .
hated and believed by the audience. I
Peopletend-rotdentifywith the vil- think a great deal of the Terminator's
lain in a movie more easily than the appeal and wickedness came from the
hero primarily because they are more fact that .tie did not say anything. He
interesting or•. in some cases. more kept everyone in the dark. never revecomplex: Most people are curious as aling too much information, but alto what possesses a villain to be evil.' ways stringing the audience and the.
Theywant to know how the villain.got' hero. alo.ng.. If you look ~t any good
that way, and why our hero has become mOVIe villamyo~ wIl~ notlc~ that they
.lJ.i.s._Qc.b_euarge..t.._Ihese-.are_questions ~--y.ery,_m¥stenoLl,S In..tbelr
that ,3 .good-antagonist win try to an- Skel~or w~s" not'my~tenous'and
swer, not right away. but during the one dunenslOnal,. while Clubber .Lang
course of the movie.
seemed to have Just as many dimen.
.. ..
Meserve
sions as Balboa.
Most antagonists will usually add
A villain's purpose bas to bejustified
completely new dimensions to a movie by his means. His objective must be
. protagonist only if the villain is effec- clear from the outset. and he must be wiltive in what heor she intends to do. ing to go after that .no matter what
Can he or she be believed? Is his plan stands in his or her way. He or she
too corny? Is he or she menacing should also. have many different]
enough? Is he or she too evil to be reason's for .being eVi~. because it is .
taken at face v~lue7Qoe~_ the villain __never OI!.e Jhmg.Jhat drives a~rsontQ
--~--.;>;---~ t the hero and does thebe mad. They should be. multi-faceted
measure up , 0 . .
.
..
d'
What
<hero measure up to the, villain? If any both In ongm .: an . purpose..
of th~se questions are not answered mak.es a hero S<? ~hevable an~ ~~,
is his or her ability to. deal withevil
in" any.form. On the same note a villain
positively. then your villain will more is effective and believable only if he
than nkety be weak. In ROCKY III. or she shows that they can deal good
Clubber Lang fulfilled all the "pre- in any form.
requisites for being an effective vilIf a villain is believable he wiUusu~
-lain. Lang' was just as believable as ally make the hero all the more interestRocks Balboa. Hemeasured up to the
ing. In tum. the ,~m~i~ation of the
senSatiOO5'thaiSurrounded Balboa two will set off an excitmg, well-bal
as Lang',' .~to-strip the champ o.f
anced movie.
hisbeft. nthe~g. ~ll:lbber w~ obv~
ously
_)ig enough. and his evil
be.justifi~. He was angry
and frustrated that Balboa's camp kept BELOWARE 11 OF 22 MOVIE VIL-'
ducking his:advances'~lncomparison. LAINS FROM THE PAST 10
Skelator; the villain from . MASTERS YEARS THAT ARE (OR WERE)'
OF THE UNIVERSE-. w.as not believ~ EXCEPTIONAL IN BEING EVIL,.
ble. He was too.evil (0- be taken sen- MYSTERIOUS,
CUNNING~
INTERESTING'
ously and ·b.lurt~ out c~ di~logue DIABOUCAL,
white often over--explaml~g hIS ac- AND EFFECTIVE BAD G~.
tions. This.
He-Man weak. for
Skelator
powerful and con- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .-. fident to be- taken .out by the "ikes of
our hero. Subsequently. the finalbattle HONORABI£.MENTION
scene between He-Man and Skelator 6. MESEii~E.-·· (CASUALTtIES OF
WAR)~-~.
_
was anti-elimaCtic~
.

seemed to

I

__.-......;..

This guy also scores points
for being ugly, too, How would you
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l i k e to square off against a guy whose
22. ANGEL MALDANADO (EIGHT about 8 feet tall. pale. has a vertical
MIWONWAYSTO DIE), Andy Gar- mouth with hook-like teeth, oversized
cranium and .dreadlocks?
cia.
Andy Garcia; like- Robert Davi
(UCENSE TO KILL), is one of those
..people who can playboth an Italian
and Hispanic equally well. In this case 18. KHAN. (STAR TREK II). Ricardo
he is playing Angel Maldanado,a
cocky Columbian drug czar with an Montalban.
.
attitude, who uses his escort business Khan. is the type of v~llain wh~'s acas a front to smuggle drugs in and out tions are driv~n by his ob~esslon t~
of the country. Whenhis girlfriend and destroy C::aptam James T. ~I~k and hIS
tormerescorrbecomestnvolved with.•crewThis Jype .o~ ~ Obs<:~slOn m~es
cop~ith-.a dnnking'~I?~lem (Jeff Khan-hard ~o:P!n~d~n;hls reasonmgBridges), Angel, sets. out to get her and deductl~e-thought processes .are
back while plotting tokill the ~op in ~~ouded by hiS contem~t and~utt.er de-_
'r ~s {wno justti~~~ to .hay'e._sl~.t~~~!~!l~t~· ~~~ ;.Khan ~_!::~
-the ~signment~o(p~-tting'Maldanado cannon. that IS ~so mo~ rebelhous and
behind .bars.)
savage .~an Kirk and hl~ people. ~That
could be because Khan IS a geneticallyColumbia Pictures
engineered superman from the.. Iate
20th century. and yet still maintains
21. CARLOrSHARKYS MACHINE). many of our unpredictable attitude
· His name is Carlo, the psycho hitman swings.
· who'rwould. wack himself up with - . . ; . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - enough drugs to flip out an elephant
.-.;._-:_
_ before carrying out a hit. He proved
~ to- be all kinds of trouble for Burt
7< Reynolds and his elite squad of vice
cops.This guy had an entire collection
~ of ways in which to' kill people. but
· bl~ing,his victim's faces in with a
·sawed-off shot-- gun at point-blank
range -appeared. to be his favorite
method· of murder. After being shot
:~t ) 12 . rimes. it finally took
:~ynoids blasting him out of a 40. - -windowtosrop him.

.a
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5. CLARENCE

It failed because Skelator bragged
and boasted that he could not be beaten

8(ffAGER, .

(ROBOCOP)":·K~~.
.'
4. JIMMY$ERRANO.·(MIDNIGHT
RUN). DemUS:Farina.
3. U".. ~COFFEE. (THE' ABt:SS ),

or humbled by anyone when all along
we knew that Skclator was going M"Jdiad~BieJm.
down. (YOU have to understand that 2. SGT.8ARNES~ (PLATOON), Tom .
D -..... ' ..
although we know a villain is ultiIII};'
mately going to lose most of the time.
we don't wan~ the movie. or the villain. Mr.·]:

lCW;;iEk'·LANG.(ROCKY

Lt. Coffee .
.
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Marsalis and Watts could very well
SUCKA. "lah to come up with.
One bright spot. out of this .whole . qualify as being grandsons to Hinton.)
Rulcz" is one of two BOP cuts to feadeal
is that Motown Records. which The reverse actually applies: as Hinton
ture his adjunct band, with Ms. Harmonie holding an acceptable lead has missed many a boat in the past two pushes both of the "chilhm" with his
vocal. "Who Protects Us From You" decades, is finally delving into rap. impeccable performances. The alfocuses again on the police, their This ray of hope, however, ,is eclipsed bum's first single, "Housed From Edmightier-than-thou attitudes toward by the reality of everyone now being ward," is a variation off a Duke EIminorities and their tendency towards on the same boat, fighting for the same lington tune, "Far East Suite." Marbrutality. It is fhc most 'poignant ques- (now diminishing) rate of return. It salis explains that "Far East-Suite:'
tion posed on the album. save for would be nice to say that there are performed.in cut time. featured phrasgreat things to come, but.
ing techniques that emphasized notes
"Why Is That?"
on
the second beat rather man the first.
"Why Is That?" is an epic recording.
Marsalis further expJains that he sim- .,
It is also a potentially dangerous re"housed" this concept' from Elply
cording. because it questions centuries
lington (whose given name is Edward
of biblical interpretation. It has been
.
Kennedy).
The second note phrasing .
played on an unsurprisingly few stais expanded into a full solo by Marsalis
tions; remember, black radio. is not
in this 'version, as Hinton' and Watts·
exactly benevolent when it comes to _
rlJprovide his tenor ample room to demsupporting significant compositions
~ on strate his considerable skills. "Three
that our children need to hear.
The album is flawless. and when
~ Little Words" is a tribute to Lester
there are no flaws. it is best to let the
CI::: Young and a well-deserved platform
of·
for Hinton,. "The Judge:' to display
songs speak for themselves. If you
~ his walking and phrasing techniques.
haven't studied this album.' ask your:;: ~ ."UMMG," an acronym for Upper
self. "Why Is That?"
1 Z Manhattan Medical Group. is a Billy
Strayhorn composition which has
WRECKS 'N' EFFECT
more swing than Jose Canseco. ~31"Wrecks 'N'. Effect
salis seems unusually free here. and
Sound of New York/Motown Records
he attributes a lot of this liberation to
Produced by Markell Riley. David
the unwavering foundation provided
Guppy and Wrecks 'N' Effect
t?Y Hinton.
CONNA
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Nothing But
Reviews
Including The Creation of a NATION
and KRSJ One For the Ages

The Metaphysician KRS-ONE: Urban Contemporary Personified.
GHElTO MUSIC: THE
BLUEPRINT OF HIP HOP
Boogie Down Productions
Jive/RCA Records
Produced by KRS-One
RATING: rI I I I
This album may very well be one
of the finest of the decade. No. let me
rearrange that statement: it is one of
the finest of the decade: we have. until
year's end to determine whether or not
it is nip music's best. Public Enemy's
Fear OfA Black Planet will have final
say on who gets the Tour OfThe Twelve
Inch Decade Award for Rap Supremacy. Until then. the metaphysical
KRS-One and the BOP Crew's album
runs neck-and-neck with PE's [T Takes
A Nation OfMillions To Hold lis Bock.
To say it is dope does not do the album
a third of the justice it deserves.
The vcry title is sig.nificant. for it
re-establishes rJp's link with the street
and African-American commentary.
facts that often go ignored as the industry has now gone corporate. These 13
songs arc more than commentary: they
combine to provide the Iistener with
history lessons often not provided hy
our anemic school system. It is starkly
real. yet poetically fluid. There are no
weaknesses to be found.
It is advisable that one listen to the
second side first. because the first side
is. in the poignant words of Chuck D.
"a world changer." "You Must Learn"
is a history lesson utilizing the classic

~e(l>A

MAfLCoS
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~

"Super Sperm" as a beat. KRS tells
us. quite affirmatively. that "African
history should be pumped up steadily"
in our school system. (And why not")
"Hip Hop Rules" is one of many reggae
influenced slammers on the album.
joining "Who Protects Us From You?"
'on the first side. "Bo ' So! Bo!" is
KRS's answer to police brutality and
racism, and it may get him as much
heat as NWA got for ..---- Tha Police"
did recently. (If all of our community
members used the BDP prescription.
I would venture to guess these strange
confrontations between minorities and
the pol icc would cease immediately).
"Ghetto Music" is a blueprint for survival in the world of politicallyoriented rap. "World Peace" should
have been played when President
Bush made his rhetoric-filled trip to
the United Nations recently.
The first side. I warn you now. may
be too hcavv for a lot of casual listeners
to handle. "The Style You Haven't
Done Yet" is a primer for the impending. vocal violence that follows. "The
Blueprint" will make you cry because
it is so hard. Utterly relentless in its
prcscntat ion and del ivery. I must ask
why this was not pumped up with
"Fight The Powcr" this past summer.
(Was it because it was too hard? Possihly.) Wear armor when you listen to
it. "Jack of Spades" is something that
was released earlier: it was the themesong. in Keenan Iv()ry Wayans' f"M

CIT YOU

RATING: IT .
.
Wi ks 'N' Effi t Sam Id the
ec s:
e 0
mg.
Wh·y do I think I have heard all of rec
this before? Maybe it's because of the TRIO JEEPY (lNTERCHORDS)
The second side begins with one of
name "Riley" is emblazoned on the Branford Marsalis
Marsalis original compositions. "Rancredit section of the album. Here. it is Columbia Records
dom Abstract." This piece showcases
not Teddy who is responsible for con- Produced by Delfeayo Marsalis
Watts' "melodic" playing. The drumtrolling the board, but his younger RATING: I I I I
mer's, control of timbre::....-.ye·s. Warts
brother Markell. If you are a die-hard
The fraternization between young achieves a very peculiar timbre herefan of this New Jack Swing era in and old is often a marvelous thing to is extraordinary. and the absence of
music history. the album may be ap- witness. especially in an art form that both Marsalis and Hinton for extended
predated a bit more than it is ap- is as steeped in tradition and innova- measures emphasizes this very peculpreciated here. The opinion here is that tion as jazz. Thus. it is so refreshing iar sound. "Stardust" is the album's
the era. as is the album. is transient to see the collaboration of Branford only true ballad. and Watts" brushwork
and ordinary.
Marsalis and Jeff "Tain" Watts with combines well with Hinton's light
As a result of rap's steady growth. living jazz legend Milt Hinton. Mar- touch. allowing Marsalis to do as he
the industry has now settled down and salis is one of the more recognizable pleases. The final cut. "Makin' Whoothe shakeout has left listeners with five names 'in jazz. representing the genre's pee:' is a blues that features a lot of
basic delineations within the genre: "New Black Aesthetic." (The term Marsalis pyrotechnics.
there is the political/educational sect comes courtesy of writer Trey. Ellis.
(headed by Boogie Down Produc- whose article of the same n~e aptions and Public Enemy). the badder- . peareda few years ago in Callaloo•. a.
than-thou sect (Kook Moe bee and LL journal published by John Hopkins
It is nice to see Marsalis perform
Cool J). the entertainment sect (Heavy umverslly.) Watts IS one ot the genre's when. he is pushed. He has a history
D and The Boyz and Doug E. Fresh). most capable and efficient young of sometimes not playing to his ability.
the storvteller sect (Dana Dane and drummers. and occupies a seat in Mar- and to hear him at his best is a treat.
Slick Rick) and the female sect (Me salis regular band. Hinton. at 80 a Hopefully. this will usher in some eonLyte and Salt n Pepa). Most of the member of Baruch's adjunct Music sistency. which' is the only thing ·he
new jacks try to get in (and over) by faculty. is one of jazz' best (and most lacks. For all of Marsalis' excellence.
making their noise in the badder-than- underrated) bassists. a man whose re- and Watts' impeccability. Trio Jeepy is
thou camp. which is actually the hard- sume includes development of the really a testament to the undying excelest nut to crack at this juncture in rap's walking bass and performances with lence of Milt Hinton. We are reminded
life cycle. Wrecks ~N' Effect don't dis- Cab Calloway. Count Basie and Billie of "The Judge's" contribution to the
tinguish themselves at all amongst the Holliday. The trio. performing in history of America's classical music
ego trippers. and this lack of sui perhaps the most demanding of jazz and that we should pay homage.
generis . along with the tired and no connguranons, noes worx.
longer true urban thumping of the
It may occur to someone that Watts
Same Old Thing (Trn so")'. I meant and Marsalis may have to take it easy
(Continued 011 Page 2/ )
New Jack Swing). leaves the group 0" Hinton due to the latter's age. (Both
having to zo back to the drawing board
...-..-........
for a new tack.
A KooI Moe Dee-like delivery is
tried on "Club Head:' yet l 'rn left
searching for a bit more than the ordinary "yes yallin" to match the "Break
For Love" sample. "New Jack Swing"
is a decent first effort, but even the
remix is light years more eventful than
the album version. and the remix hasn't
been commercially released yet. The
same can be said of "Juicy": the original is nothing more than a blatant ripoff of the Mtume original. (Is there a
suit forthcoming") Both "Peanut Butter" and "V Man" .are rather extinguishable. while "Soul Man" is an obvious
space filler.
Perhaps the only two cuts that inspire something akin to a raised eyebrow 'are "Leave the Mic Smokin'" and
"Wipe Your Sweat." The fonner .features a mther fierce. r.hy.thmically com- .
plcx delivery. while the laner takes the
listener way back into the. oldies
catalog trying to identify the obscure
samples. the titles of which· I have yet
Branford Marsalis: Holding court with ~~The Judge."
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JOHNNY HANDSOME. Starring
Mickey Rourke, Ellen Barkin,
Elizabeth
McGovern,
Morgan·
Sleeping With The Past
Elton John
.
MCA Records
Produced by Chris Thomas
RATING: IT
There are some genuinely good
songs on Elton John's latest album,
but as a whole it has a cranked out,
plastic, formulaic feel to it.
The best sign of the record's plastic
content is its worst song, the title cut.
It is certainly polished and professional, but like some of the other songs
here it sounds fake and soul-less. It is
Hollywood pseudo-cool, reminiscent
of those tacky, nauseating musical
numbers on the Academy Awards show. It comes complete with all the
brass, and The Pointer Sister-clones
parroting key phrases in the endlessrepetitions of the chorus. Elton sings
"Don't go sleeping with the past," and
they sing. "Don't go sleeping!" Elton
sings "Don't go praying he'll come'
back," and they sing, "Don't go praying!" You get the idea. Does someone
have a bottle -ef Pepte-Bismol-? ..._ .. "Healing Hands," the song that's
getting all the air play, is not the best
song on the album. "Healing Hands"
is fairly pleasant. but it is on the radio
because it fits so well into the standard
pop song mold. Molds can make you
sick; I like my songs fresher.
"Durban Deep:' a song about a
mine, is one of the better cuts on the
record. A~ in all of the songs, there is
far too much neat ~on, but the
beat is nice. and Elton and his colleagues do great things wich echo effects. keyboards and other miracles of
modem
technology.'
_
'1
•
.
. I won't tell you the title of the secondmost interesting song. but perhaps you
can guess if I give you the last four
lines:
Stone's throw from hurtin'
Stone's throw from hurtin'
Stone's throw from hurtin'
Stone's throw from hurt in'
(most of the songs end similarly.)
Here John tries a falsetto that makes
him sound like· .the lead singer of
Squeeze. and in fact the song sounds
a bit like a Squeeze .song. The;'~sult
is good. except, of course. for the repetition.
According to the sleeve. the lyrics
were all written by Taupin. Apparently
he has no last name.) A flaw that shows
itself in every song is the bad job one
or both of them did of adapting the
words to music. They seem-to think
that a stanza must always be chosen
like the chorus. and precisely repeated
50 many times it sounds like a contiu-:
ous loop (and each song must end with
three to six reminders of what the ~itle
is.)
Elton John has more than enough
skill and talent, and he uses it to bring
us some fairly pleasant listening. The
best music, though, comes about wh~n
an artist gets excit~ about doing something different. There isn't much ofthal
on this album .
by Gkn J. Spangler .

F ~ Freeman, ForestWhitaker

and Lance Henriksen. Directed by.
. Walter HiD; Distributed by 'Iri-Star
Pictures. Rated R. RATING: -.
Johnny (Mickey . Rourke. 91/2
Weeks, The Pope of Greenwich Village) is the kind of person typecasted
a "freak." Nature played a nasty joke
on Johnny, a joke people embellished
by calling him "handsome.., Born with
a deformed face;' he is anything but
good looking.Tohnny has one friendand that. friend is brutally murdered.

BLACK RAIN.· Starring Michael
This is the second time. producers standing...1bi$story':.takesplace·at-.a
Douglas, Andy Garcia, Ken Takak- Sherry Lansing and Stanley R.Jatre time when the J~.~ American'
ura and Kate Capslunv. Directed by have come together with Michael cultures are .coming 'together due to
Ridley
Scott.
Distn.but~ .by ~.P~)~g~~.~.~~ fir:s!~!!~qun!.~.r..2~!?(tuc~ _!!~!..<?Il',~litic~9 economics. It'
.~.-~-·~---'_··_-o~ommuniCatiOris
"Rate<l the. chilling high grossing thriller strong~Sl-point..w.asJJdw.peop1~, ..
R. Rating: ••
Fatal Attraction. .
different backgrounds deal WIth the
Black Rain was a fairly good same situation, and how far any man
Justice falls like Black Rain in this film. It whowed how fear and often can go if he believes in himself.
international thriller starring Mic~el hatred can come from a lack of under--Georgia Kontos .
Douglas (Fatal Attraction). Wall
Street). Douglas play's Nick Conklin.
a New York City detective. who must
deliver Sato,(Yusaku Matsuda) a
brutal. killer, to Japanese police in
Osaka. Accompanied by his partner
Charlie Vincent. (Andy Garcia, The
Untouchables, STand and Deliver), he
sets out on a rageful manhunt. after
Sato slips out of their fingers.

.

Johnny Handsome is a revenge
Sato is a "Yaknza" who is becoming
story. Johnny is a. New Orleans
a powerful foree in the Osaka undercrook, a loser who frequently has had
world. Teaming up with a Japanese
visits behind bars. When his only
police officer. the two Americans put
friend, Mikey (Scott Wilson), pleads
their lives on the line combing through
to join him in a heist, Johnny agrees.
Osaka with a fine-toothed comb in
but he doesn't trust Mikey's partners.
search of a killer.
Sunny (Ellen Barkin). Sea of Love).
a nd Rafe (Lance Henriksen, 0171R1l
Black Rain brings two cultures ------------...,..-------...;.----~-----.
together and illustrates three men form. ~IJ-:Jagged Edge.) During the meti1
ing a. friendship despite their enounn- . u :~ culously planned robbery of a rare
ous background differences. Watching ..
.
coin shop. Johnny's premonitions are
the- relationship of two streetwise
borne out--Sunny and Rafe take off
_American cops with the people they
. . ~ with all .the money after murdering
encounter in Japan, you see where t h e · ' H · , ' B # \
Mikey (and trying to kill Johnny.)
similarities exist. and where they end.
Dr Johnny refuses to finger the killers and
Nick· is a man who has lost his sense
'. goes to prison. where he attracts the
of purpose in life. He feels betrayed
interest of Dr. Resher. Convinced that
by the system and is disillusioned d
.the corrective surgery could rehabilienough to justify a kind of immorality .j"
tate him. Resher offers to get him specin the way he functions, Nick rediscovial parole if he'll undergo plastic
ers ~If through his experience in
surgery. Johnny's revenge gets closer
a land' that Iives by a · c o o e - - : . t h e e v e r y d a y , .
.
backboneof which is honor. .
Produced by Charles Raven
K;en T8kura, known as "Ken-San,"
(Made in·U.S.A.) and directed byWaIis Japan's .leading motion picture star. .
tel' Hill, (48 HOURS. RED HEAT).
Johnny Handsome was bland and borHe loves his country with hOrJOr and ,.
respect, but he learns a lesson of what ;r
ing. A cross. between a post-production
the true meaning of ~p" is, bitterly, S
science fiction film and an action
from Nick. The Osaka detective has:~'
mOvie. it turned out to be a humorless
another thing coming. as "Hurricane .
com~d)'. Watch for this film on video
Nick" leaves him spinning. but not for·
tape soon.
long, becau~ he cpmes back to prove·
---G«NgitJ Kontos
to himself'·:'and his courltry that. a·
Japanese.. --nev~ lea~s his.job un-·
A feW sceucS
ecBJackRaiD" aDd
finished: .
"JoIumy·Hancbome."
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Transplanted from the Seville of ing happy memories. Micaela leaves
1820 to Franco's fascist Spain in )936, to return home. Carmen is arrested and
. Georges Bizet's opera Carmen be- Don Jose is assigned to guard her. She
comes a somber affair while appearing entices
him
by
SInging
the
at the New York City Opera. Fortu- "Sequidilla," describing the fun she is
nately, the heavy political overtones going to have at the tavern of Lilias
cannot kill Bizet's music. Franco (;01avecchia's set's. panels of simulated
black and grey marble. reflect the giimness of that eta. as do the drab, appropriate costumes. Tnis -version of the opera dcsocratclv needs the visual relief of color. Carmen's name is a color.
but she is dressed in black throughout.Escamilla's "suit of lights" is black.
(It is doubtful that any bullfighter ever
wore black in the ring. and this one is
grey-haired. to boot.)
After an incredibly dull, slow beginning, the conductor. Hal France. manages to bring the orchestra to life from
the second act on. But the excitement
of the first act is lost. Carmen's arias,
"Habanera" and "Sequidilla," Jack the
customary spirit. Carmen has been
changed from a gypsy girl into a
Loyalist leader infiltrating the enemy
camp to steal ammunition. She flirts . .
with all the men. singing the rhythmic
"Habanera," comparing love to a bird
which flies away just when you think '" ':~
you have caught it. She carelessly <::,~.
throws a- ~-Oon- rose. 'ORe of
the soldiers. and walks away as the
"fate" motif is heard in the orchestra.
He spurns the flower but furtively reMezzo-Soprano Wendy_White
trieves it when no one is looking. Pastia, drinking manzanilla and daneMicaela, a young country girl, enters ing the sequidilla. Don Jose is captilooking for her childhood sweetheart, vated: he helps her escape. and she
Don Jose. She brings a letter from his rewards him by stealing his ammunimother. They sing a lovely duet recall- tion truck. He is then arrested,

By ELOISE NIEDERKIRCHNER
In Act II, we see Carmen at the ring on their shoulders and escort him
tavern with her comrades, who are to his home. Anyway, that's the way
swilling the manzanilla and kicking up .Bizet wrote it. Bring back the "suit of
their heels dancing the sequidilla. lights"!!!) Escamillo sings the familiar
You'd never know there is a war on. "Toreador" song, enacting the buIlEscamillo, a famous bullfighter, in fight. (It is believed Bizet chose the
. word "toreador" because it is easier to
sing than "torero," the correct name
for a bullfighter. or "matador," the
name for a bullfighter who actually
kills the bull.) When he sees Carmen,
Escamillo is immediately smitten. She
. makes no promises. telling him it is
not against the law to hope. After he
leaves. Don Jose arrives. He has
served his prison sentence and is back
in the army, Carmen tries to persuade
him to join her band but he refuses.
She taunts him. saying he does not
love her. He s.ings the haunting
"Flower Song." taking from his jacket
the flower she had given him before
he was arrested. (He has kept it with
him in prison. solace in time of despair.)
His capta-in. who has a crush on Carmen. comes' in looking for her. He is
surprised to find Don Jose. They quarrel. there is a fight and Don Jose escapes with Carmen and her cohorts.
We see the fugitives camping out in
a derailed car in Act III. Carmen .has
grown tired of Don Jose's jealousy: She
tells her fortune with the cards. but they
reveal only death for herself aJYi Don
Jose. He is left to guard the camp while
sings title role in "Carmen."
Carmen and the others go out on a
street clothes. stops by. (Note to future mission. Micaela appears but hides
producers: it- is legitimate to have Es- when she hears gunfire. (It is Don Jose
camiuo appear In hIS bullfighter's cos- shooting at an intruder who turns out
tume. After the bullfight fans fre- to be Escarnillo.) He tells Don Jose
qucntly carry the matador around the that he loves Carmen. not realizing that

(Continued
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We have over 30 open positions
ready to be filled by you (a few
hours a month only).
Call 725-3377 (3378) or stop by
the Student Center (137 E. 22nd
St. between Lexington and 3rd
Ave.) Room 409

they are lovers. Carmen returns to find
Don Jose and Escamillo fighting. Don
Jose is humiliated when Escamillo easily beats him up. Micaela reveals herself and .persuades Don Jose to come
away with her so he can see his dvinz
mother. Don Jose leaves with Micaela.
but warns Carmen they wi II meet
again.
The last act takes place in the street
outside the .bulJring. A crowd has
gathered to watch the procession. and
they cheer Escamillo, who- is accompanied by Carmen. Don Jose, in the
crowd with the other Loyalists who are
planning an ambush, is enraged when
he sees Carmen with Escamillo. Carmen stays behind as the others go into
the ring. Don Jose pleads with her to
come back to him-She refuses, saying
she was born free and she will die free.
Don Jos.e grows more and more agitated and finaIJy stabs her. She dies as
the fate motif rises from the orchestra.
A plus. for this production is the
heightened characterizations of the
four principals. Don Jose. sung by
tenor John Absalom. gives a convincing portrayal of a lover distraught
enough to kill his sweetheart in a burst 'of frenzy. The tempestuous Carmen is
sung by mezzo-soprano Wendy
White. who is vocally and temperamentally suited to the role of the sexy
siren. sure of herself and her power
over men. Her arrogance is matched
by that of Escamillo. the celebrated
matador. sung by baritone William
Parcher. who is accustomed to getting
what he wants in and out of the ring.
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WE TOO ARE ONE
The Eurythmics
Arista Records
Produced by David A. Stewart and
Jimmy Iovine
RATING: T 1/2
The Eurythmics have released their
debut LP. with Arista Records, titled
We Too Are One. "'J'..1ley have always
bcenan innovative pair, from the brilliant composing of Dave Stewart to
the haunting and driving voice of
Annie Lennox. However, there is no
evidence of that on this album. From
the title song to the lasttrack, When
the Day Goes Down, it is a bland disc
that drones on and on." There is, however, one track that manages to shine
through and that i~_ Angel. It is sung
with intense sensuality and so much
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STEELWEELS
Rolling Stones
[Columbia Records
Columbia Records
Glimmer Twins
RATING: I I I I

Sunday, Jan. 21

LEAVING FROM: In front of Baruch College
TIME: 2;00 pm
RETURNING: SAME PLACE AS ABOVE
~PPROX: 5:30 pm
\
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LOOK WHAT'S I/(t;LUDED

R\undtriP transportation on only~hc finest and most modern.
motorco~ches, all eqUipped with lav~tory, rc~lining seatG and
climate control.
Two nights deluxe accommodationG at the Pinegrov~ Resort each room equipped with private bath, climate control, and color
Television with cable.
Welcome Party on arrival with free beer and snackG.
Six delicious meals, 2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, and 2 dinners
-Open Bar with Hars D 1 QuevrcG' "Sa turdaycvening.
Midnight pizza-party on Saturday night.
Bloody Mary party 10:00 A.M.
12:00 noon both saturday & Sunday.
Free horseback riding with in~truction.
Full use of all hotel faciliticG, including: indoor heated/pool,
saunas, baGkctball, archery, ping-pong, mini-golf, game room, and
much marc.
Free skiing on the premises
Free tr~nsportation to Hunter Mt.
Ice skating - Bring your own Gkatcs.
Hayrides, Sle1ghridcs.
Free admission to the Nightclub with entertainment, disco.
A profes'sional Richmond Tour Escort.
All taxes and gratuitic~.

*
*
*
*
Note. YOi'I ..... ~t be 2'yC"S_ old t.o drink aloohollc ~rogos
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~PRICE
PER PERSON~
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$165

$15.5
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$189

DOUBLE
$199

TO SIGN'-up----,,;-).-·...- -- --- ------------NON-REFUNDABLE deposit of $50.00 to Kathy Novak, Allison Hickey,
DcniGc Lawlor, Mary Gregor or Larry McCleary NO LATER THAN Nov 2,
1989.
The Final B~lance jG due NO LATER THAN Dec 1, 1989.' Kathy and
Allison can be reached evenings - Kathy (718) 366-8269, Allison (718)
847-1450..
La-rry can be reached Monday-Friday, 9: 00 am - 4: 00 pm at
(718)

989-3111.

Travel Club Meeting
~

·on. Thursday, Oct. 19

at 1:00
in Rm 1308 (23 St.

passion that it leaves you yearning for
more. And that is the problem-there
is no more!! The rest of the album is
unimaginative sludge. It sounds like
the duo got lazy while composing this
album. With the song writing capa--biJities ef--the-talented--bcnnox---· andStewart, one would expect better of
their latest effort.
'The album doesn't possess the fresh
wholesomeness of Sweet Dreams Are .
Made of This, or the brash sassi ness
of Be Yourself Tonight. Originality is
definitely lacking. Many fans will find
this album to be insulting to their sense.
of music and wallet. Where did they
get the i~eathat the fans will buy anything that isn't up to par, with their
names on it? This is not the New Kids
on the Block we are talking about
here. We are intelligent people who
appreciate original and daring music.
not this dry, monotonous, flat, sorry
excuse-of an album. Save your money.
it is obvious they didn't put their best
effort into their debut for Arista.
-Maria Liu

Bldg~)

Here, we have an excellent Rolling
Stones album.
If you've been listening to your
radio, y<Jl've probably heard "Mixed
Emotions" and "Sad Sad Sad." These
ate great songs, but they shouldn't be
taken to represent the whole album.
The Stones give usa great deal of variety within the rough and loud category,
and balance it off with some soft and
. medium songs. Acoustic guitars. a
piano. a fiddle and: a mandolin all find
a place in "Blinded By Love". a pretty
song about Marc Antony. 'Samson and
a one-tHne~-PriDce.of..wales.- - "Continental Drift" has an innovative Far Eastern sound. _and it sounds
a bit like the Talking Heads or Peter
Gabriel. It twists and changes enough
to be very interesting, and it has a few
false endings to keep you listening.
But somebody tell them that lyrics like
"pure as gold" insult our intelligence. ..
To hold my interest. a song must
change at least a little bit as it goes
on, and there should be enough lyrics
to keep me listenina. In this sense,
almost every lsong o~ the album does
its job. The only song that comes dose
to boring me is "Rock and a Hard
Place." The brass and the backup singers are annoying and tacky and-they
threatento erivelop the song in plastic.
(This is what destroyed a song on Elton
John's album). What saves ~'Rock And
A Hard Place" is interesting lyrics and
Mick Jagger's improvisational singing.
lrere is no other song on Steel
Wheels that is anything like a dud.
There is plenty of innovation, and it
se~ms obvious that the Stones-noteably Mick and Keith Richards-had
a good time writing and performing
the music. Both'of them get into the'
singing with truckloads of emotion. I
would guess that Steel Wheels is enjoyable and alive because it was not work.

by Glen J. Spangler

-.ay's 12" Dance Picks
1. K.C, Flight, "Summer Madness."
:RCA Records.
~. 1)Tee, "House Music Is My Life."
b.J. International Records.
f· 2 Dope. '"A Touch Of Salsa." Dope
Was Records.
4. Lil Louis. "Frequency:' Dance
Mania Records.
5. Judy Torres, '·Love You Will You
Love Me.·'·
Profile Records.

STARK'S ART S

commitment to using rap music as a
vehicle for enlightenment and education, rather than just a platform for
by MARTIN STARKEY
boasting and crotch-grabbing. It
should be noted that a lot of this to-theedge Positivity has a lot to do with the
Of THE
able production of DJ .l)(X:, who has
roots firmly planted within the fertile. ~
soil of Boogie Down Productions.
The two sides are about even in their
commitment to both entertainment and
INCH"
education. Shafiyq's delivery is quick.
smooth and, most importantly; clear.
.The
first single, "The Chosen Ones,"
I
K E
A M E 5
N
M
is not so much a rap. but a pause to
thank some of the figures the group
(Continued from page 15)
(Continued from page ·/6)-- .
holds dear to-them, including the late
Honorable
Elijah ·Muhammad,· rapthe embattled bladerunner (Harrison
.,
per KRS-Qne. and Malcolm X. The
Ford), who had been hunting him
RHYTHM
NATION 1814
beat, reversed and played backward,
since the beginning of the film. This
Janet Jackson
Prince-ish strains. (Did anyone say
"Mountains?")
is supremely dope. "Enter the Lord"
confrontation, a scene in which Hauer
A&M Records
is marked by a litany of disco-classic
holds Ford by his wrist high above a
Produced by Jimmy Jam. Terry Lewis
The ballads are what really make samples, and made memorable by the
future Los Angeles in the rain, has be_and Janet Jackson.
this album excellent. "Livin' In A lyric. "Why wait 'til Sunday to pray?"
come one of the most ironic scene's in
RATING: I I I I
World (They Didn't Make)" introduces "Come and Get Some" follows the
current sci-fi movie history.
Hey folks! Get the women and chil- the listener to the softer side of the Boogie Down Productions legacy to
-dren back in the house. ann yourselves album, and it is memorable for both the hilt: please the ear and confound the
with full-ton torpedoes. and don'T. I its message and its intricate verses (the mind. "Trn A Star:' perhaps the first
15. JERRY .DANDRIDGE J,FRIGHT
shifts
. Ic _ Imp
.
I ores Its
. I'lsteners
repeat don't get in the way of the Jam! time' ,signature
- to cut time right
Slide'
e s best sing
NIGHT). Chris Sarandon. ~
Lewis Express. Ever since their before the chorus). The orchestration to get knowledge through such religiHe's cool. He wears cashmere sweaters
sound-yes. their sound-became a is superb: unfortunately. it is the one QUS articles as the Torah. and ~lo; the
and peels the skin off apples with his
featured and feared musical vehicle on and only time we hear a piece prcdorni- Motown classic "Brother's G(;n~a
finger nails. He goes to the disco to
Janet Jackson's first successful nated by acoustic instruments. All the Work It Out" as its primary sample.
party. he never enters your house un- ;E
album. C ontrol . it has: I) been refined. ballads on side two are destined for
Side Two is as politically substantive
less invited in by the owner, and he ~
reduced and regurgitated by such as- Quiet Storm play. "Lonely" features as the first side. "Blackman/Whitecan tum into a bat. He's the guy next ~
sault technicians as Teddy Riley, LA Janet's Spanish skills and the lovely man:' featuring "I Hear Music In The
door that all the women love, and his ;;
and Babyface, Kyle West and others. classical guitar of O. Nicholas Raths. Streets." is the album's finest com menis a vampire. The coolest vampire ever ~
2) been dubbed "New Jack Swing" by "Come Back To Me" is an ingenious tary. It chronicles a lot of the stark
to grace the silver screen, Jerry DanRiley himselfvwho surely thought he extension of another Jam/Lewis Quiet economic realities of the inner city.
dridge was equally evil. He manipuhad come up with something new. and Storm classic. Force MD's 'Tender realities that often lead to polarization.
Gary Busey
lated People by engraining himself into Biggs (Mel Gibson.) While Biggs was 3) become so prevalent on the airwaves Love .' The killer. though. is "Some- With any heavy airplay. it could still
their cuI-ture and lifestyles and became able to-control his hostile tendencies that the concept has become tedious- day is Tonight." A cross,between Con- be one of the city's most popular rap
a Dracula that you couldn't believe was through the help of his friends and and tired. There is justice in the world. trol's "Let's Wait Awhile" and Funny smgles. but, again, black radio has
a vampire. But God help anyone who loved-ones, Joshua. apparently, could however. .Rhythm Nation /8/4 is -as How Time Flies:' the song leaves no never had a reputation for playing anylearned the truth about Dandridge. not. He had no one and it 'drove him much a lesson in music fundamentals doubt as to Janel's existance :as a thing overtly significant. "Knowledge
Dandridge was a vampire of the 80s: mad. Both Riggs and 'Joshua were as it is a testament to how nothing ever woman with very adult needs and de- The Science" follows the vein estabcalm, cool, collected and funny. but members of a Special Forces unit in quite measures up to the original.
sires. The single is as erotic as anything lished by "Blackman . . . :' imploring
evil to the .core...
the Vietnam War and both were virtuRhythm Nation 1814 is presented Janet has done. and an unsuspecting listeners to read their history.
ally equal, but Joshua was more unst- similar to the way a good novel is pre- male fan may t>e breathed into throwThis album is definitely a reference
able then Riggs, having been driven sented: there are right ~often righteous) ~ng his boxer shorts on the turntable point fOf
rap historians. It doesn't
over the edge by his long career as a turns and left tu~s: there are. ~aks in homage. .
.
seem that it will ever sell on a large
mercenary and his relationship with an.d valleys; there I~ a clear. begmmng.. M.y ~avoflte c~t o~. the album IS the -scale, though; the album has been out
mentor .and bo_ss, General Peter middleandend, Thiscohesjvenessand irresistible__ '"AlngJ1t._ .A.san al~ost.since this summer.
.
.
McKaIister.
-.. adherence to theme is what separates. foolishly simple tunc, its effectiveness
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ this album-and Jam and Lewis as pro- is evident in its "let's get busy" at_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ducers-from its counterparts. The titude. a welcome departure from the
AR EN .
,
R VO
first side begins with an eerie album's often grim theme. The vocal
~~iID/(L:'-rH~~~~~EJ;~2). Jo: monologue, ~ort of a J~cksonian State arrangement is.the finest on the album,
. k O'C
Of The Nation address. The mono- perhaps Janet s finest vocal pcrforAc klan d an d Demc fri
onnor.
Ioguc ("PI e dze")
. I (A n d yes, t h
d' I
ge
I'11 ustrates h ow we mance on vmy.
at 'is
c::
Th ese two S out.
h A ncan . ip ?mat! can be united through the magic of James Brown's "I Know You've Got (Continued from page /9)
g.a~~sters score pomts for being msen- music. dance and poetry. Is this Soul" slyly stuck in the coda.)
and gives authority to the role.
t tl
Q.
~~~ltlvlel aks well as ruthlesss anhd grfe~dy. monologue (diatribe") really ncccs- Notice how I haven't really men- Micaela, the _appealing young girl,
>
..,
we
I1DW~.
how the doutbl Aks ncan sary, or .
.
d Janet m
. t hc w h ole scheme of beautifully sung and acted by the sop. a
IS .It needl ess w hini
mmg from a none
rn'
government eels towar
acs s and young lady who has it all- except a things, save for her previous album rano MiHae Park, loves Don Jose in
iI.l
. that spells trouble for. Murt~ugh cause to defend? The answer is debat- and her heavy breathing? It is her vain. The four characters. both com~yGlover),but Vorsteidt, Arjenn able. but since it fits in so well with album, after all. This oversight is inten- plementing and contrasting with each
Rudd s bod~guard!e~f~rcer,. wa~ t~e the remainder of the album, its pres- tional , and it exists because Janet's other, are sharply outlined, highlightm~ responslbl<: fo~ killing Riggs Wife ence isn't so intrusive.
vocal performances are weak through- ing the drama.
pnor ~th~ beginning of ~e f~~t LETAs the '"Pledge" passes, we get a out the album. As a result of having
Carmen will have three more perforgS
HAL fi E PON. Then w en l: fi-hold-onto-your-seats countdown and to coverthis weakness, Jam and Lewis mances, with a different cast, in the
~aIIY ~n<IS ~~ot~~I~ ~rson w h0h e ~an are thrust violently into the title track. are forced to overprocess the vocal fall season of the New York City
_ .
th°ve, orstel. bt I S boer t~, t eR'~ as "Rhythm Nation" sounds like Hank tracks, then have to overprocess the Opera, which runs through Nov. 19.
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buoyeaby a Prince arrangemenCAftersa1ce. 1ltIS compensation leaves the sents the contemporary approac1l10
14. Crin.l,
I,
mac me'fW. 0 10 owe
IS I sses
. from w h'IpI as,
h the second a Iburn sou 00'mg cann ed an d sten'1'
ALIENS)
Fa
I d
h
A' or- recovenng
e In standard operas, w h'IC h t h'IS company
ZENOMORPHS (
,
u Re~das I It were. t. e go~pe.. ?~~n single, ··State of the World:' is boom- a lot of areas.
has adopted. The next victim is ··Don
a conh~lvd~gl' m~laca d lg- ing through the earphones before we
Rieser.
u hwasused
All in. all Rhythm Nation 1.814 is an Giovanni" opening Oct. 19.
w 0
IS Ip omatlc ere en
If Victor Mal·tland was scum, than Car- got
all U S I
d- know it. [n fact, most of the first side excellent package, as fine an album as
A comment about the program
. I'
ter Burke is a total sleaze. Burke was tla s to circumvent
.
.
aws
an·
ed
th
..
.
th
'11
be'
1989
rh
h
de
'11 aJ
.' .h
h IS segu
toge er, glvmg an Impres- ere WI
In
,pe aps t e c- notes: ,1.1.
n'e see the ciate 0 f th'
e worId
d
a little sawed-off corporate
back-stabcon
uct
I
eg
actiVIties
Wit
out
t
e
·
f
d
.
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ad
The
d
d
11
d
.
0& C
.
1875
1'&
h
f
slon 0 non-stop rna ness as we as e.
ea spots--a ue to Janel's premiere 01 armen 10 . , t hen. t h e
& h
d
ber who had no regen: lor uman lie t reat 0 arrest.
the aforementioned cohesiveness). On vocal~annot be ig!lored, though. It date of the first performance at the
this second single, it is interesting to will be interesting to see how well New York City Opera, 1944. It might
(or alien life for that matter.) His only
concern was advancement through
note that while the lyrics are so down- Janet's voice holds up on what must be a good idea to listthe date of the first
doing anything his bosses told him to WHO ARE THE TOP 11 BAD beat, the music is relatively. upbeat. now be considered an obligatory world performance of this contemporary"
do. even if it was planning the deaths GUYS FROM THE LAST 10 (Perhaps an attempt at reflecting our tour..
production (August 1984),50 we would
of innocent people.
YEARS? THAT ANSWER PLUS society's polarization and absence of
know ibis isn't the way Bizet wrote it,
The Zenomorphs, the aliens them- MORE ON WHAT IT TAKES TO a mi4dle class? This album is radical
even though the music, characters and
selves, are manifestations ofthings we BE A GOOD BAD GUY IN THE in its own son of way.) "The Knowl:- ENTER THE LORD
plot are the same. (It is obvious that
edge" follows, rehashing the "stay in The Chosen Ones
a composer who died in 1875 could
all hate: parasitic creatures who use NEXT ISSUE.
our bodies to brood their young. If
school" theme. The song is really the Select Records
not have be~n writing an opera for Fascancer
were
a
creature,
the
first example of the many excellent Pr9duced by DJ DOC
cist Spain in 1936. Still it may be conZenomorphs would be it.
ocal ~gerrients inCluded on the RATING: TIT
fusing to someone who does not know
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-____
14 tracks. The whirlwind tour finally .This is one of those .things that opera·.)
. .
(LETH~
ends with the already-released ··Miss should make you say, "HMMM."
A poPularmyth has it that Bizet died
13. MR.
JOSHUA
You
Much;'
which
may
very
well
be
There
are
a
lot
of
things
going
on
in
of
a broken heart a few months after
WEAPON), Gary Busey..
the" weakest upternpo number on the thedebutalbumforTbeChosenOnes, the premiere of Carmen because of its
What made Mr. Joshua so deadly waS
album.
The first side's last uptempo and mOst of the activity is positive. failure at the box office and with the
that' he was the flip side of Martin
-number, ··Love Will Never Do (With- The group~ comprised of Lord Shafiyq critics. This story has been disproved,
out ~u)" is also forgettable, save for and Ivan Rodriguez, reminds me of and Carmen did eventually become a
Janet's channing giggle and obviously· early ~ E....y because of their world favorite,
' A· D'r'E
-

/-

, --I
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a sound defense.
Outlook: The Rangers may be good
Outlook: The defense and goaltend- enoughfor first plac,c but-something
ing are there but the B'sneed to get -always' goes wrong with hockey's
.
more goal scoring to overtake Buffalo. jinxed team. Third· place is where
Quebec Nordiques
thcy·lIsettie.·
_.. Goaltending:.. Suspect.. Ron Tugnutt New York.Islanders .is stillyoungand it will be interesting
Goa/tending: Weak. Mark Fitzpatto see how Soviet Sergei"Mylnikovad,.· rick needs time to develop and Glen
(Continued from page" 24)
. justs to NH~ play.
.
Healeyis inconsistent. Jeff Hackett.
. Offense: Aging. Michel Goulet. who is also young. will undoubtedly
Peter Stasny and Guy Lafleur equal be called up soon. .
.
Toronto Maple Leafs
100 years old. but are consistent
Offense: Decent. Pat Lafontaine,
Goaltending: Sorry! Alan Bester is
. players. Add another year for rookies David Volek and Brent Sutter. need
.Joe Sakic and lim Jarvi and you have another good season. Eighteen-yeargood but he can't zo 80 games stopping
40 shots a night.~ The Leaf's have no
a good enough offense toqualify for old Dave Chyzowski became the
the playoffs.
youngest player to crack ·the Isle.s·
adequate backup.just Mark LaForest.
Offense: Not bad. Ed Olczyk , Gary
Defense: Improving. Jeff Brown. !ineup..Mikko Makela needs to reLeeman, Daniel Marios and Vincent
Michel Petit•. Joe Cirella and Robert bound from a horrible season otherDamphouse can put file puck in the
.' Pickard make up the "good" side to wise. . . .
net consistently. The Leaf's need m o r e · . the defense. But. watch out for Bryan
Defense: Pretty' good. Veterans
balanced scori ng.
. ~ogarty (1987 first round draft pick), Doug Crossman and Gary Nylund, and
'Defense: Slightly improved. Rob
:'who was junior player of the year(47 youngsters Wayne " McBean. Rich
Ramage, acquired in the summer. will
'goals. 108 assists, 155 points) last Pilon. Gerald Diduckand Jeff Norton
year.
form an improved defense.
help. AI Iafrate and Luc Richardson
'are the team's best.
Outlook: Playoff bound, but barely.
Outlook: The season depends on
Outlook: Toronto and Minnesota
And that depends on if their aging goaltending and balanced scoring. If,
will not fight. for a playoff spot. but
wheels can put the puck in the net.
, they're there. the Isles will make the
Hartford Whalers
playoffs. If not, the Flyers will be right
for the cellar. The Leaf's had the
league's worst power play and penalty
Goaltending: Good. Peter Sidor- on their tails.
killing, second lowest goals for and
kiewicz was voted all-rookie goaltender last season and.Mike Liut has
. third least goals for with no signs of
improvement. Coach Doug Carpenter '
veteran experience.
Offense: Better than average. Kevin
probably won't last the season.
Minnesota North Stars
Dineen. Ray Ferraro, Ron Francis, and
Goa/tending: Very Good. Jon Casey
''PI' Pat Verbeek are all cap~ble goal scorana Karilat(RoWittprov ide better than
ers.
average goaltending.
Defense: On the- weak side., Ulf
Offense: Not very intimidating.
Samuelsson is their-best; Sylvain Cote,
Dave Gagner (35 goals) was the Stars'
Joel Quenvelle and Dave Babych are
leading scorer. Veterans Mike Gartner.
OK. at best.
Outlook: The Whalers' goaltenders
Neil Broten and Brian Bellows and
rookie Mike Modano will be relied on
will see pucks flying at them left and
to account for the rest of the scoring.
right. Hartford is one scorer and two
Thirty-seven-year-old. Soviet Helmut
defensemen awav from being contendBalderis won't have much of an imers.
C
Patrick Division
pact.
Defense: Nearly non-existent. Larry i
New Jersey Devils'
Murphy is their leader. Ville Siren. Goa/rending: Good. Expect Sean
The Great·GRtzky
Mark Tinordi and Frantisek Musil
Burke to rebound from a poor 1988-89
season. Many pick him forthe Vezina
aren't household names.
Outlook: Minnesota won't score a
Trophy. Chris Terreri provides reliable
lot of goals but won't give up much
backup.
Philadelphia Flyers
either. Casey and Takko will keep the
Bryan Trottier and Pat·Lafontaine
Offense: Excellent. John Macl.ean,
Goaltending: Who knows? 'Ron
Stars in most games. If they play well. Luc Robitaille. John Tonelli and Dave Wales Conference--Adams Division Wah Poddubrny, Kirk Muller, Patrick Hextall was suspended for the first 12
Taylor, to name just a few.
Montreal Canadiens
Sundstrom. Sylvain Turgeon, and games because of a: stick incident, and
a playoff spot looms.
Smythe Division
Defense: Very slightly improved.
Goaltending: Excellent!. Patrick rookie Janne Ojanen provide an explo- says he doesn't want to play for the
Calgary' Flames·
..
.Acquiring LarryRobinsonbelps; but 'Roy {pronOunced Roo-waah)" 'islhesive offense.
. . ' Plyersanymcre. K.enWregget--ptayed··
Goaltending: Excellent. Mike Ver- Barry Back coming out of retirement league's best (better in the playoffs)
Defense: Improved. Soviets Via- welT in the playoffs, but is not a starting
,non was brilliant last season but is still won't help. Steve Duschene, Tom and Brian Hayward is one of the better cheslav Fetisovand Sergei Starikov, goalie. Who's left? Mark LaForest and
overrated. Rick· Wamsley provides Laidlaw and Tim'Watters are the only backups in the league.
Tom Kurvers and Rejo Routsalainen Pete Peeters. Oy Vey!
good backup.
better than average defensemen on the
Offense: Balanced. Mats Naslund provide the "0:' Ken Danyeko and
Offense: Good. A healthy Tim Kerr
Offense: Explosive! Joey Mullen team.
(33 goals) was the Canadiens' leading Tommy Albelin provide the '~O'" ..
will carry the team a long way. In adand Joe Nieuwendyk each scored 51
Outlook: L.A. can finish anywhere. scorer. Bobby Smith, Stephane Richer,
Outlook: In the weak Patnck Divi- dition, Rick Tocchet, Brian Propp,
goals last season. Doug Gilmour, Joel in the division. If the aging wheels Guy Carbonneau and Claude Lemieux sion, the Devils have all the ingre- Dave Poulin, Scott Mellanby and Mike
Otto and' Jiri Hrdina are ~lso -rnajor hold up and if Hrudey plays well and. are equally as dangerous.
dit:nts to take first. place.
Bullard contribute a lot of goals.
Defense: Excellent! The best in the. Pittsburgh p'engums
.
' Defense: Fair. Kjell Sarnuelsson,
scoring threats. Add Sergei Makarov \ if the defense shows up to games. the
league in '88-'89 led by Norris Trophy . Goaltending: Very good. PItt.sburgh Terry Carkner. Mark Howe. Jeff
from the Soviet Red Army Team and Kings will occupy third place.
Sergei Priakin and you add another 40 Edmonton Oilers
(best defensemen) winner Chris finally has a good goaltender 10 Tom Chychrun and Gord Murphy play good
goals.
Goa/tending: Troublesome. Grant Chelios, Peter Svoboda and Craig Lud- Barrasso. He'.ll be seeing a lot of ....0 .. when not 'in the sin bin.
Defense: Super! What else do you Fuhr is the world's best goalie. but he's wig. Losing Larry Robinson and Rick pucks, but Will st?P most of them.
Outlook: The Flyers need good goalexpect when you have. Conn Smythe out for two months with an injury. Bill Green will hurt. but not that much.
Wendell Young Will see· maybe 20 tending and a healthy Tim Kerr to make
winner AI Macinnis, Brad McCrim- Ranford and Eldon (Pokey) Reddick
Outlook: Excellent goaltending and~ga"!.es in a backup role..
the playoffs.
Offense: Excellent. Mario (never Washington Capitals
mono Gary Suter, Jamie Macouin and will share duties. Not your best one- defense and balanced scoring wil give
Dana Murzyn on the backline?
two tandem.
Us Canadiens a shot at Stanley Cup leaves the ice) Lemieux is one of the
Goaltending:Weak. Bob Mason and
Outlook: Another first ?l~ce finish'
Offense: Still very potent. Jari win number 23.
two best players in the league (85 goals Don Beaupre are not what you'd want
in the Smythe looks prormsmg.
Kurri , Mark Messier, Jimmy Carson, Buffalo Sabres
last season). Rob Brown. Dan.Quinn. in your goaltenders.
Vanco~H'er Canucks
.
Craig Simpson and Esa Tikkanen all
Goaltending: Decent. Clint Malar- Bob Errey and Andrew Mcfsain comOffense: Decent. Only Dino CicGoa/tending: Good. Both Kirk Me- scored better than 30 goals last season. chuk and Jacques Cloutier are talented plement Lemieux with more scoring carelli, Geoff Courtnall and Mike RidLean and Steve 'Weeks had Goals Glenn Anderson had an off year but but inconsistent. \
.
power.
Icy can consistently score goals.
AgainstAveragesaround3.00andhigh will rebound.
Offense: Good. Btl-ffalo has a lot of
Defense: A little better. Paul Coffey.
Defense: Not too bad. Scott Stcsave percentages. You can't ask for
Defense: Solid. Kevin Lowe, Steve offensive punch led by Pierre Turgeon. Randy Hillier, .Zarley Zalapski form a vcns, Rod Langway, Bob Rouse. Neil
more from goaltenders.
Smith, Randy Gregg, Charlie Huddy Rick Vaive ... Dave Andreychuk, Mike good offensive attack. Jim Kyte and Sheehy and Kevin Hatcher make a deOffense: Good. Vancouver had the and Craig Muniare good .two-way Foligno and Soviet -rookie defector Jay Caufield provi~e some defense and cent core.
Alexander Mogilny.
a lot of penalty minutes.
Outlook: The team is in disarray. A
least goals scored last season. E~pect players.
a significant increase. Trevor LInden
Outlook: This is a first place team
Defense:..solid. Phil Housley, Doug . Outlook: Second place. The Pens new coach, new goaltcnding and more
is a year older and the ~w~ Soviets, in any other division, but will have to Bodger, Uwe Krupp and Mike Ramsey will win most games by 7-6 scores. --scorers arc needed. No playoffs this
Isor Larionov and Vladimir Krutov settle for fourth in this one.
form a strong backline which is needed Barrasso will be exhausted come year.
_ ~ill have a big impact on the team. Winnipeg Jers
, to make up for unsound goaltending. playoff time.
There you have it, the ]989-90 NaPetri Skriko and Toni Tanti -will also
Goa/rending: Bad! Daniel BerthOutlook: The Sabres' offense and New York Rangers
tional Hockey League preview.
Goaltending: Very good. John VanBarring any serious injuries to key
benefit from the Russians.
.
iaume was winless in nine games defense are good. A second place
Defense: Good and big. Doug Lids- played last season. Bob Essensa finish depends on the consistency of biesbrouck and Bob Froese mak: a players. Calgary and Montreal should
ter, Garth Butcher, Harold Snepsts and played in 20 and won six.
the goaltending.
superone-twoc?mbo. E~pecttoseeMib challenge for the Stanley Cup again:
Paul Reinhart lead a very to~gh ,qu~d.
Offense: Decent. Dale Hawerchuck Boston Bruins
'
RIchter sometime dunng the season.
And,
major milestone is coming
Outlook: The Soviets WIll certainly is the Jets' only sniper. Randy CunGoa/tending: Admirable's.._ Rejean
OfJense:Average. The Rangers have up within the first few weeks: Waynehave an impact on offense and on the neyworth will add 25 goals. Winnipeg Lemelin and Andy Moog provide an only one line that will be consistent: Gretzky needs only 14 points to surpo'Ncr play. The Canucks should take must get more scoring from Brent excellent one-two teart'.
Carey Wilson. Vlf Dahlen and Toma~ pass ,Gordie Howe for number one on
Offense: Good. Cam Neeley is the Sandstrom. They.']] all score 35-plus '. theall-time NHL scoring list. Gretzky,
second place. Ashton and Pat Elyniuk.
Los Angeles Kings
Defense: Very bad~ Thirty-three- best right wing in hocW
... (Craig Jan- goals. Kelly Kisio, .Brian M.uUen and in only 774 games (10 seasons) has
Goaltending: Good. Kelly Hrudey year-old Randy Carlyle is. the team's' ney, Bob Joyce. Ra~ridge ~nd Tony Granato aYe good for 30 each.
amassed 1.837 points (637 goals. 1200
Defense~ Good. Brian Leetch plays. assists). Howe 10 1.167 games (26 seais going to have to stop about 40 shots best. Dave .Ellet and FrednkOlausson Ken Linesman lead a&esive team
of attackers.
like a seasoned,veteran; James Patrick., sons) totalled 1.850 pOints (801 gQ~ls.
a game, but is used to it flOm his days show promise.
.
Del'en.se: Very good. Ray Bourque Randy Moeller. Mark,. 'H.ardy, and 1.049 a~sists).
A th er hom ble year fior .'
O utl00k :no
with the Islanders.
'J"
Offense: Strong but aging. This may ~nnipeg. They m~ybe the worst team is one of the top blueliners in the NHL. David Shaw provide g~ "~o-way
Gt:tzky should brca~ the ~~ord by
be the best offensive team on paper
10 the league. ThIs learn should be
and along with Glen Wesley, Greg hockey. No one knows what Miroslav the tIme you read thIS. EnJOy the
called "Loseapeg.~
Hawgood and Gary Galley, compose Horava provides.
season!
with Wayne Gretzky, Bernie Nicholls
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By MICKEY KRAMER
On June ]5, ]983, the New York
Mets made the best trade in their history. Two journeyman pitchers were
sent to the S1. Louis Cardinals and in
return the Mets received the 1979 Most
Valuable Player, 1982 World Series
hero (eight RBIs in seven games), and
five-time Gold-Glove winner, Keith
Hernandez.
What followed was resurgence of
Met baseball.
. Keith brought life to a lifeless club.
",He brought a champion attitude. He
brought countless clutch hits and a
golden glove. likely never to be seen
again.
Tim McCarver once said, "Hernandez does more to help his team win
, than anyone I've ever seen."
Baseball author. Roger Angell on
Keith, "For me the Mets are Keith Hernandez. His game-long. season-long
intensity. his classic at-bats ... And
above all. his demeanor afield-I
would rather watch these, I think, than
the actions of any player in the game
today."
On Oct. 3, ]989. Keith's Met career
sadly. but not unexpectedly concluded.
It's time to say thanks for the memories
to the man called Mex.
The memories are almost endless.
In rain-drenched Atlanta. on July 4.
1985. he broke out of a month' long
slump by hitting for the cycle.
Who could forget his upper-deck.

a

~

two-run, pinch-hit, game-winning awards were merely icing. He dove
blast off Mark Davis on Sept.T, 1985.
left; he dove right; threw home, to
Hernandez finished the '85 cam- third, and to second better than anypaign with three, five-hit games.
one. He had to be seen to be believed.
The "Heart and Soul" had his
The man who orchestrated the heist
biggest hits as a Met in the 1986 post- for Keith, Frank Cashen, once said.
season. His' ninth inning double off "Keith plays first the way Brooks
Bob Knepper brought the Mets to Robinson played third."
within 3-2, in game six of the playoffs.
Moments later, he scored the tying run
on a Ray Knight sacrifice fly.
The Mets, trailed Bruce Hurst, 3-0
in the-sixth inning of the seventh and
here (New York) and I!m
final game of the World Series.
With the bases loaded and an 0-1'
when
leaving."
count, Hernandez smacked a hightight fastball to left center for a two -Keith Hernandez
run single.
. '''1 wanted to. . . be a game-breaker.
As I rounded first, I felt like Edgar
Allen Poe's "The Telltale Heart." My
Mets Manager, Davey Johnson, said
heart was pounding out of my body." - of his Captain's defense, "He makes
Keith Hernandez.
the 3-6-3 better than anyone I've ever
On Sept. 15. 1987, Captain Keith seen. He gets the force at second, or
legged our-s-legged out?-his 2,OOOth third. on the bunt better than anybody.
Major League hit. After leaving for a Off balance or not. he always makes
pinch runner. he received one of Shea's a good throw. He dives equally well
kindest ovations. He doffed his hel- to his left or right. Other than that. I'd
met.
say he plays a relatively normal first
On April 28. ]988, he had one of base."
his greatest days. He hit two long
An injury-plagued 1989 ended with
homers. including a grand slam and a foul fly ball. He received his last and
drove in seven runs, He finished the wannest standing ovation. "1 didn't exday with an even 1.000 career runs pect anything less:'
batted in.
'''1 was sad when I came here (New
As a gloveman, Hernandez had no York) and I'm sad when I'm leaving."
peers. Eleven consecutive GoldGlove . ' So are we. Keith. so are we.

"I was sad when I eame
sad

I'm

Keith Hernandez: Leader .Extraordinaire

VoHeybal1 Tea.m
Continues
Sub-Par Season
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Soccer Team
Wins Three
--...

.

, By MICKEY KRAMER
The up and down-mostly down-'
season continues for the women's volleyball team.
On Oct. 7, the Stateswomen defeated a talented City College team,
two matches to one. But then ...
"They got overconfident and they
got complacent," said coach Elizabeth
Burnett. Baruch then lost to Staten Island in three games.
With a record of 4- ]4, the team has
many problems, but it seems like one
of the biggest problems is in the team's
intensity--or should I say, lack of intensity. Coach Burnett said, "They're
having fun, but they don't have any
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Bamo"

6th Floor, 17 Lexington Ave.
1:00-2:30
7:45-9: 10 (basketball only)
2: 15-3:30
II :45-2:30 and 7:45-9: 10
11 :30-1 :(X)
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You Don't Get Paid!
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Gary Carter was the last National· -Coach Tony Henry
LeagUer to drive in 100 runs· in three Henry on the team's beginning: "I'm
consecutive seasons. Dwight Evans a bit disappointed ... We've had bad
luck. The ball hasn't bounced our
drove in 100 from 1987·89.
way.

Certain evening times may be pre-emptCd for varsity games. Proper attire
must be worn at all timcs in all facilities. All times are subject to change.
due to lifeguard and s~dent aidc availability. Contact Ray Rankis (725-7197/
Room I ]20) for any ch' nges or further infonnation.
.
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Correction:
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By MICKEY KRAMER
Coming on strong.
Baruch's soccer team is on a nice
hot streak. After beginning the season
with an 0-3-1 record, the Statesmen
,have won three of four to almost even
their record at -3-4-1. Coach Tonv
Henry and his team are in first place
in the City University of New York
Conference with a 2-0 mark.

:""m a bit disappointed
Wfive---had" -6ad ----

(weight room)
17 Lexington Avenue
2: 15-5:00
'
3:45-5:00 and 7: 15-9:00
, 12:45-5:00
12:45-5:00 and 7: 15-9:00
3:45-5:00

Main Gymnasium
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday ~
Friday

"

Undefeated
In CUNY

.....

Recreation Hours
Fall '89
Fitness Center
Room 1120
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

.., -_..

GUr-'-

, desire to win:'
Also. teamwork appears to be a
major difficulty. "We have NO teamwork. We have six individuals. but no
team." added Burnett.
.
In a recent tournament, the States:
women were blown out of the gym.
The team lost to New Jersey Institute
of Technology. S1. Elizabeth and Rutgers without winninz a single game.
The season 'concludes at the end of
October, which is not soon enough for
the team's coach. who ends with,
"They're just not putting anything into
it". .,
NOTES: Sec Ralph. on the seventh.
floor balcony. if interested in Baruch
custom made 'I-shirts.
I
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You Don't Meet
People!
Write for Sports

Henry's "luck" theory could hold
true. In his team's four losses, they
. have lost 3-2 to Upsala, 2-0 versus St.
Peters, 3-1 against Southhamptonjmd
'Inally 2~ to Rutgers, and that defeat
vas in overtime.
Henry has very high hope'S for 'his .
team's remaining six games. He wants
to finish with a 9-4-1 record.
When asked if that was a realistic
gOal. he replied, "Yes, it's a realistic
. goal."
.
For B3!Uch's sake, let's hope so.
NOTES:
. .
Savvas Toumanidis leads the team
With five goals and two assists. An~w Sewell follows with two goals
·and one assist.
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Coach Eng Optimistic.

After Tennis Team's
Up and Down Beginning
By STEVEN SCHEER
"We all can't be at every game." number five Linda Cho were also de,Catherine Assimacopolous perfectly feated. However. the doubles teams of
describes why the Lady Statesmen are CoheniCho and Assimacopolous/
3-3 after a flawless season a year ago.
Daniels were victorious. Eng was
Three wins and three losses isn't pleased with the way his team played,
bad, . but could be worse. Baruch "It was our best match of the year."
.dropped to 1-2 when they forfeited to Eng hopes to echo thai sentiment a lot
Manhattan College. The reason. more this season.
hmmm; let's think, lack of players. It
In their next game City College forgets worse! 'Baruch fell to 1-3. This feited, so Baruch's record is even at
, time they had players"; they just didn't 3-3. But, Baruch has to play seven
. win. The loss -came at the hands of games in the next 10 days. Eng said.
John Jay College. 6-3. Assimacopol- -trn be a good test to see how well
Orapin Loesvidbya flanked by Sue Brooks and Karyn Cohen.
ous wasn't present so Orapin Loes- we do under pressure . . . it's more
.. vjdhya~]~,~_~__ Q':lmQer9~~.; sh.e_~()". gruel~~ than I expected, but~e~ll..d o
incidentally, arid Karyn Cohen played well.' .
at number two; she won too. Their other
Eng. also believes that the Stateswovictory came in the #1-2 doubles- men are better than 3-3. ··We should
Loesvidhya and Cohen. Coach Eng have only lost one game (to Manhattan
said. "They tried their best, but there College). One or two more players
is a lack,?fvarsity experience o~ some would have ~ade.a diff~re.nc.e in the
pla}'ers. Get used to that sentiment. losses... I m still optrrmstic about
~ext up. Long Island University. the season. The squad is almost as comOnly five singles and two doubles petitive as last year's even though
matches were played; Baruch won two they're less experienced. We have the
singles matches and two doubles talent and potential in the freshmen.
By STEVEN SCHEER
power play and penalty killing, both matcnestotakethematch4-3.·Numt:>er and assuming that all of our players
The National Hockey League's 72nd were near the bottom last year.
two Cohen won, as did number three show up in the City University of New
season bewgan on Oct. 5, with 16 out Detroit Red Wings
Anna Daniels. Number one As- York and Hudson Valley tournaments,
of 21 teams vying for playoff spots., Goaltending: Glen Hanlon and Greg simacopolous lost in straight sets. we should take first 'or 'second in the
One of the biggest changes to the.NHL Stefan. Both are better than average, Number four Elizabeth Lejtman and championships."
is the presence of Soviet hockey but Stefan is best in the playoffs.
.Offense;' Very Good. Sixty-five-goal
players. The New Jersey Devils, Calgary Flames and Vancouver Canucks scorer Steve Yzerman, Gerald Gallant,
have two each. while the Buffalo Peter Klima and newly-acquired BerSabres, Quebec Nordiques and Min- nie Federko andTony McKegney are
nesota North Stars have one each. very capable of scoring a lot of goals.
These players have caused major deDefense : Not bad. Steve Chiasson,
bates as to whether they should be al- Lee Norwood, Rick Zombo and Doug
lowed to play in the NHL. Will the Houda are the Wings' best, but will
Soviets help their respective teams or still get burned often.
will they be unable-to take the heat?
Outlook: Detroit· will battle St.
Below is a team by team preview:
Louis all season for first place. but an
inferior defense will settle the Wings
Clarence Campbell Conference
in second.
.
Norris Division
Chicago Blackhawks
Sr. Louis Blues
Goa/tendin-g: Shaky. Alain Chavricr
Goaltending: Average. Thirty-two- had a dream playoff. Was it a fluke.Z
year-old Greg Millen and 23-year-old We'll see. Ed Belfour will be the backVincent Riendeau will share the duties. up.
Offense: Good. Dennis Savard,
MIllen is one of the league's best who
can be called upon anytime to make Steve Larmer and Dirk Graham are the
the big save. In his rookie season. top gunners.
Defense: Weak! Dave Manson is the
Riendeau was a' solid backup.,
Offense: Very good. The Blues will team's best, but spends too much time
score a lot of goals. Newly acquired in the penalty box. Chicago will have
Adam Oates and Paul MacLean will to rely on Keith Brown, Trent Yawney
add punch to a team that ~rts "Brett and the aging Doug Wilson to keep
Hull (41 goals), Peter Zezel and Toni Chevrierfrom eating rubber for dinner.
Outlook: With a solid offense, deHrkac (rhymes with circus).
Defense: Not too shabby. Brian Ben- cent goaltending, weak defense and
ning , Paul Cavallini and Gordie poor penalty killing, Chicago will once
Roberts are the three the Blues will again be about .500, but third place is
rely heavily on. The rest are younger a good bet because they play in the
and less experienced.
same division with Toronto and MinOutlook: The Blues have a solid nesota.
two-way team that will fight for first
See Page 22
place. Big keys are in improving their
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If there's one thing this team is, it's
optimistic. And when the players show
up. they'll win. We have seen what
happens when there's a shortage of
players.
_

m S till On-.
r
timistic about the
seaso'n ~ The squad
is..almost
as com.
... --.----', -....' ..'
'p. etitive as last
year's "
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~oach Bill Eng
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There is still time for experienced
players to join the team. So, if you
'have some free time and are a good
tennis player, see Bill Eng in Room
707 in ]7 Lexington Ave. The team
can really use the help.
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